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Abstract

Future space missions are projected to increase greatly in scope, complexity, and dura-
tion compared to previous space endeavors and bring about unprecedented increases
in power requirements and heat dissipation demands. These challenges will necessitate
substantial reductions in weight to power ratio of the propulsion system, as well as
weight of the space vehicle’s subsystems, including the Thermal Control System
(TCS) responsible for controlling the temperature and humidity of the internal operating
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environment. Achieving these weight reductions will require detailed understanding of
the influence of reduced gravity on two-phase flow and heat transfer in both the pro-
pulsion power cycle and the TCS. This chapter will review published literature concerning
reduced gravity flow boiling and flow condensation mechanisms and predictive tools
that are crucial to the design of future space vehicles. Particular focus is placed on recent
parabolic flight findings from NASA’s Flow Boiling and Condensation Experiment (FBCE)
and plans for insertion of the FBCE into the International Space Station.

NOMENCLATURE
A area

A+ parameter in eddy diffusivity model

Af,* cross-sectional area of liquid control volume

Aw area of wetting front

a acceleration; empirical coefficient

Bo Bond number

b ratio of wetting front length to wavelength

c interfacial wave speed

cp specific heat at constant pressure

cr real component of wave speed

DF equivalent diameter in Froude number criterion

DH hydraulic diameter

Di inner diameter of condensation tube

Do outer diameter of condensation tube

Fr Froude number

G mass velocity of FC-72

g gravity

ge Earth gravity

gn component of gravity normal to heated wall

Gw mass velocity of water

H height of channel’s cross-section

H1 heated wall 1

H2 heated wall 2

h local heat transfer coefficient

Hf mean thickness of liquid layer

hfg latent heat of vaporization

Hg mean thickness of vapor layer

j superficial velocity

K Von-Karman constant

k thermal conductivity; wave number (2π/λ)
L heated length

Lchar characteristic length

Ld flow channel’s flow development length

Le flow channel’s exit length

Lh flow channel’s heated length

n empirical exponent
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P pressure

Pf perimeter

Pr Prandtl number

PrT turbulent Prandtl number

q00 heat flux

qm
" critical heat flux (CHF)

qw
" wetting front lift-off heat flux

Re Reynolds number

T temperature

t time

ΔTsat wall superheat, Tw�Tsat

ΔTsub,out outlet subcooling, Tsat,out�Tb,out

U mean liquid inlet velocity

u axial velocity

Uf mean velocity of liquid layer

Ug mean velocity of vapor layer

Ug,n mean vapor velocity in wetting front normal to heated wall

U∞ bubble rise velocity

u* friction velocity

W heated width of Flow Boiling Module (FBM); channel width of Condensation Module

for Flow Visualization (CM-FV)

We Weber number

WeL Weber number based on heated length

xe thermodynamic equilibrium quality

y distance perpendicular to the wall

y+ dimensionless distance perpendicular to the wall

z stream-wise coordinate

zo distance from leading edge of heated wall to location where vapor velocity just surpasses

liquid velocity

GREEK SYMBOLS
Γ fg condensation mass transfer rate per unit axial distance

δ mean vapor layer thickness; liquid film thickness

εm eddy momentum diffusivity

η interfacial perturbation

η0 amplitude of interfacial perturbation

λ interfacial wavelength

λc critical wavelength

μ dynamic viscosity

ν kinematic viscosity

ρ density

ρ00 modified density

σ surface tension

τ shear stress

θ flow orientation angle
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SUBSCRIPTS
b bulk liquid

c vapor core

crit critical

f saturated liquid

g saturated vapor

H horizontal flow

i interfacial

in inlet to heated wall; inlet to condensation length

out outlet from heated length; outlet of condensation length

sat saturation

tp two-phase region

w wetting front; wall; water

z axial direction

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Needs to Support Future Space Missions
Following the Apollo mannedmissions to theMoon in the 1960s and 1970s,

interest shifted gradually to manned missions to asteroids and toMars, which

are expected to greatly increase mission scope, complexity, and duration

compared to previous space endeavors. Associated with these challenges

are unprecedented increases in both power requirements and heat dissipa-

tion demands [1–3].
It is presently widely acknowledged that traditional chemical propulsion

systems are performance plateaued. Therefore, new energetic propulsion

technologies promising very high power will be needed to achieve faster

travel and greatly expanded deep space reach, while reducing specific mass

(kg/kWe). Several propulsion technologies are presently under consider-

ation, including Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) as well as fission-based

Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP) and Nuclear Electric Propulsion

(NEP). Nuclear fission options are expected to alleviate key shortcomings

of SEP by greatly increasing power and decreasing specific mass. Present

goals include developing a multimegawatt fission power system with a spe-

cific mass of 5 kg/kWe, compared to the 10 kg/kWe attainable with present

liquid metal power cycles. Achieving this specific mass goal will require

increasing reactor operating temperature and efficiency, as well as increasing

heat rejection temperature to minimize radiator area. These goals will

require detailed understanding of the influence of reduced gravity on liquid
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metal two-phase fluid flow and heat transfer, supported by predictive design

tools that are simply unavailable today.

Another research need that is crucial to future space missions is reducing

specific mass of all space vehicle subsystems. This includes the Thermal Con-

trol System (TCS) responsible for controlling the temperature and humidity

of the operating environment in vehicles (as well as planetary bases). The

TCS must tackle three primary tasks: heat acquisition, heat transport, and

heat rejection [4]. Heat acquisition components acquire heat from several

sources and transfer it to the TCS loop, heat transport components move

the heat to heat rejection components, and the latter reject the heat by radi-

ation to deep space. Unlike current single-phase liquid TCS technologies,

which rely entirely on sensible heat rise of the working fluid to remove

the heat, a two-phase TCS would capitalize upon both sensible and latent

heat to achieve orders of magnitude enhancement in heat transfer perfor-

mance and therefore greatly decrease specific mass compared to single-phase

TCS counterparts. Understanding the influence of reduced gravity on two-

phase fluid physics and heat transfer is therefore crucial to the development

of a two-phase TCS.

The importance of two-phase flow and heat transfer to future space mis-

sions is evident from findings of several workshops that culminated in spe-

cific recommendations concerning the need to adopt flow boiling and

condensation in space propulsion, thermal control, and advanced life sup-

port systems. In a 2011 report by the National Research Council (NRC)

[5], panels representing several science and engineering national academies

provided an agenda for critical research needs in both physical and life

sciences for future space exploration. Throughout the report, specific rec-

ommendations were made that place heavy emphasis on reduced-gravity

two-phase flow and heat transfer, including the need for databases, correla-

tions, theoretical models, and computational tools.

1.2 Influence of Reduced Gravity on Flow Boiling
and Condensation

Because of large density differences between liquid and vapor, buoyancy can

play a very influential role in dictating the motion of the vapor relative to the

liquid and therefore in influencing heat transfer in both flow boiling and

condensation [6]. High cost, hardware complexity, and sparse data that

researchers are able to obtain from short-durationmicrogravity experiments,

compounded by limited access to testing onboard the International Space

Station (ISS), are all reasons behind the relatively small body of literature
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on two-phase transport phenomena in reduced gravity. In fact, most of the

two-phase fluid flow and heat transfer know-how amassed over nearly a

century of research come from experiments that have been conducted in

Earth gravity. This is why it is impossible to rely on published predictive

phase change correlations or models for reduced gravity conditions, espe-

cially microgravity. As shown in Fig. 1, space missions span a fairly broad

range of gravities, including microgravity, for satellites and Earth-orbiting

vehicles and stations, as well as Lunar andMartian gravities. Therefore, there

is an urgent need to assess exiting predictive tools, or develop new ones, to

tackle the complexities of operation in reduced gravity.

1.3 Microgravity Testing Platforms
Researchers have used several types of platforms to perform microgravity

experiments. Among the most popular are above ground drop tower and below

ground drop shaft facilities. They consist of tall vertical conduits within which

Fig. 1 Examples of systems demanding predictive models for effects of gravity on two-
phase flow and heat transfer.
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the experimental package is dropped to achievemicrogravity during free fall.

While these facilities offer high-quality microgravity (<1�10�4 ge), their

key drawback is short test duration. For example, NASA Glenn Research

Center’s (GRC’s) 24-m drop tower and 132-m drop shaft, and NASAMar-

shall Space Flight Center’s 105-m drop tower provide microgravity dura-

tions of only 2.2, 5.2, and 4.6 s, respectively. Other examples are

Germany Drop Tower Bremen’s (ZARM’s) 110-m, 4.72-s drop tower,

and Japan Microgravity Center’s (JAMIC’s) 700-m, 10-s drop shaft [7].

Because of short microgravity duration, these facilities are generally used

to perform preliminary experiments before more comprehensive long-

duration experiments are carried out onboard the ISS.

Another option for microgravity testing is sounding rockets, suborbital

carriers that provide 3–13min of low gravity [8]. Their key drawbacks are

limited amount of data available from a single launch and lack of manual

interaction with the experimental package.

Parabolic flight aircraft provide a cost-effective means to performing

microgravity experiments, with durations ranging from 15 to 30 s. The

microgravity period is achieved several tens of times as the aircraft undergoes

a series of parabolic maneuvers, with each parabola preceded and followed

by short high gravity durations. One drawback of these experiments is rel-

atively high gravity jitter (�0.01 ge), and microgravity control is influenced

by both pilot skills and weather conditions. Nonetheless, parabolic flight

experiments provide several important advantages over drop tower and drop

shafts, including longer microgravity duration, ability to accommodate

larger experimental packages, and direct operator interaction during the

experiment.

Since the retirement of the Space Shuttle fleet, the ISS has emerged as the

ultimate microgravity testing platform, providing several crucial advantages

over the afore-mentioned platforms, including long test duration, quasi-

steady environment below 1�10�4 ge, operator access to the experimental

package, and both automatic and remote control capabilities [8]. But ISS

experiments are very expensive and authorized only after many years of

development and safety certification. These limitations have been responsi-

ble for significant delays in performing much needed microgravity

experiments.

1.4 The NASA Flow Boiling and Condensation Experiment
for the ISS

As discussed earlier, there is now strong conviction at NASA concerning the

immense importance of developing both fundamental understanding and
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predictive tools for two-phase heat transfer in microgravity. In 2002, NASA

supported a research initiative at the Purdue University Boiling and Two-

Phase Flow Laboratory (PU-BTPFL) to investigate the influence of reduced

gravity on flow boiling critical heat flux (CHF). This was followed a decade

later by NASA’s launching of the Flow Boiling and Condensation Experi-

ment (FBCE), a long-term project aimed at addressing research needs in

both flow boiling and flow condensation. This project is a collaborative

effort between the PU-BTPFL and the NASA-GRC. It involves initial gro-

und and parabolic flight experiments, and development of an experimental

package for insertion into the Fluid Integrated Rack (FIR) onboard the ISS

in early 2019. As shown in Fig. 2, the FBCE will accommodate three sep-

arate test modules: the Flow Boiling Module (FBM), the Condensation

Module for Heat Transfer Measurements (CM-HT), and the Condensation

Module for Flow Visualization (CM-FV), using n-perfluorohexane (nPFH),

C6F14, as working fluid.

NASA’s ultimate goal for the FBCE is to serve as an integrated two-phase

flow boiling and condensation facility for the ISS to meet the needs of the

research community at large in obtaining microgravity two-phase flow and

heat transfer data. Key objectives for the first set of experiments using the

FBCE are to:

(a) obtain flow boiling pressure drop and heat transfer databases in long-

duration microgravity experiments;

(b) obtain flow condensation pressure drop and heat transfer databases in

long-duration microgravity experiments;

(c) develop an experimentally validated, mechanistic model for flow boil-

ing CHF inmicrogravity, and dimensionless criteria to predict the min-

imum flow rate required to ensure gravity-independent CHF;

(d) develop an experimentally validated, mechanistic model for condensa-

tion in microgravity, and dimensionless criteria to predict the mini-

mum flow rate required to ensure gravity-independent annular

condensation, and also develop predictive methods for other conden-

sation regimes.

1.5 Objectives of This Chapter
This chapter will review published literature concerning two-phase flow

and heat transfer in reduced gravity, including mechanisms, correlations,

and mechanistic models for both flow boiling and condensation. Also

addressed are fundamental differences in two-phase interfacial behavior
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between Earth gravity and microgravity for both flow boiling and conden-

sation, which pose serious uncertainty when implementing available predic-

tive tools for design of two-phase hardware in space systems.

As a principal investigator for the 2002 NASA flow boiling CHF study

and the 2012 FBCE’s science team, the author of this study will focus atten-

tion on recent findings from both projects, including (1) ground flow boiling
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Fig. 2 Basic layout of the Flow Boiling and Condensation Experiment (FBCE) for the ISS.
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and condensation experiments performed at different flow orientations rel-

ative to Earth gravity, and (2) parabolic flight microgravity flow boiling and

condensation experiments. These experiments have played a crucial role in

developing mechanistic models for reduced gravity two-phase flow and heat

transfer and served as foundation for development of the FBCE for the ISS.

2. FLOW BOILING HEAT TRANSFER AND CHF
IN REDUCED GRAVITY

2.1 Optimum Flow Boiling Configuration for Space
Thermal Management

As indicated earlier, heat acquisition is a key function of the TCS in a space

vehicle. In a two-phase TCS, the heat is removed by boiling the working

fluid in a closed flow loop. In terrestrial systems, boiling is possible using

a variety of configurations summarized in a series of articles by the present

author [9–11], including pool boiling [12,13], capillary [14], falling film [15],

channel flow [16], microchannel [17–19], jet [20–22], and spray [23,24], as

well as hybrid schemes combining the merits of microchannel flow and jet

impingement [25]. As will be discussed later, in the absence of an effective

means to remove vapor from the heat-dissipating surface, pool boiling is

highly problematic in reduced gravity. Likewise, reliance on gravity pre-

cludes falling film cooling as a viable means for heat acquisition in reduced

gravity. And, while all other boiling configurations take advantage of a

mechanical pump to both circulate the coolant and combat vapor accumu-

lation along heat-dissipating surfaces, some of these schemes pose a variety of

challenges when implemented in reduced gravity. For example, micro-

channels, jets, and sprays can greatly increase the pressure drop across the

boiling module. In addition, jets are often used in multiple arrays to ensure

surface temperature uniformity, which can greatly increase the coolant flow

rate and therefore pumping power. Sprays are difficult to implement because

of an inability to expel the spent liquid following impact in the absence of

gravity. These facts point to channel flow boiling as the most effective means

for reduced gravity thermal management, providing the benefits of low pres-

sure drop, low to moderate coolant flow rate, and ease of implementation in

a boiling module. Given the high cost of performing boiling experiments in

reduced gravity, most recent microgravity flow boiling experiments, includ-

ing the FBCE, are based on channel flow boiling.
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2.2 Models and Correlation for Flow Boiling CHF at 1 ge
CHF is arguably the most important design parameter for a two-phase ther-

mal management system involving heat-flux-controlled surfaces, including

reduced gravity TCS. CHF occurrence is associated with appreciable reduc-

tion in the magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient resulting from inter-

rupted liquid access to the heated surface, which culminates in unsteady

escalation in the surface temperature. Depending on the prevailing two-

phase flow pattern in the flow passage, CHF can be manifest in one of

two forms: Dryout and Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) [11]. The for-

mer is generally associated with annular flow and commences when the

annular liquid film is consumed by evaporation. On the other hand,

DNB is encountered mostly with subcooled inlet conditions, high mass

velocities, and short channels. Occurring mostly in the bubbly flow region,

DNB is the result of localized vapor blanketing of the wall, which obstructs

liquid access despite the presence of adequate bulk liquid elsewhere within

the channel. Overall, dryout is a relatively mild form of CHF encountered

at low heat fluxes and causes slow escalation of surface temperature. On the

other hand, DNB occurs at much higher heat fluxes, resulting in both large

and rapid temperature excursions, and posing a higher risk of physical dam-

age to the heated surface. It is therefore the “more dangerous” form

of CHF.

Given the importance of CHF to system reliability and safety, this phe-

nomenon has been the subject of intense study dating back to the 1940s.

Three primary goals of published studies have been to: (1) investigate the

trigger mechanism for CHF, (2) obtain CHF databases for flow configura-

tions of interest, (3) recommend CHF correlations, and, in a few cases, and

(4) construct theoretically based models.

Presently, thermal design engineers rely mostly on CHF correlations to

set upper heat flux limits for two-phase systems. Unfortunately, most CHF

correlations are based on databases for one or a few working fluids and on

limited ranges of flow and geometrical parameters, which explains why

extrapolation of CHF correlations to other fluids and system parameters

often yields inaccurate predictions.

To avoid the limitations of empirical correlations, investigators have

sought to construct mechanistic CHFmodels based on postulated or visually

confirmed trigger mechanisms. Illustrated in Fig. 3, four distinct mechanisms

have been proposed for development of flow boiling CHFmodels: Boundary

Layer Separation, Bubble Crowding, Sublayer Dryout, and Interfacial Lift-off.
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The Boundary Layer Separation Model [26,27] adopts the analogy

between wall liquid injection into a liquid boundary layer and vapor effu-

sion on a heated wall in flow boiling. The premise in the former is that wall

injection decreases the liquid velocity gradient adjacent to the wall, and,

above an injection velocity threshold, the boundary layer begins to sepa-

rate from the wall. The Boundary Layer Separation Model is based on the

premise that CHF commences when the rate of vapor effusion normal to

the heated wall similarly reaches a threshold value, causing appreciable

reduction in the bulk liquid velocity gradient and eventually separating

the liquid from the wall. Proponents of the Bubble Crowding Model

[28,29] propose that CHF occurs when a dense, near-wall layer of oblong

bubbles precludes the ability turbulent fluctuations in the bulk liquid to

penetrate the vapor layer and replenish the wall. The Sublayer Dryout

Model [30] is rooted in the observation that flow boiling CHF is often pre-

ceded by formation of oblong bubbles sliding along the heated wall, each

trapping a thin liquid sublayer. The main postulate of the model is that

CHF will occur when the heat supplied from the wall exceeds the enthalpy

of bulk liquid capable of replenishing the sublayer. The Interfacial Lift-off

Model [31–34] is based on the observation of a fairly continuous wavy

vapor layer forming along the heated wall, which permits liquid access

to the wall only in “wetting fronts” corresponding to the wave troughs.

The model postulates that CHF is triggered when intense vapor effusion

in the wetting fronts causes the interface to lift away from the wall, cutting

off any further liquid supply.
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Fig. 3 Trigger mechanisms for flow boiling CHF according to different models.
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Unfortunately, most CHF models are based on observations from ver-

tical upflow and horizontal flow experiments at 1 ge and unconfirmed for

other orientations or for reduced gravity.

2.3 Terrestrial Studies on Influence of Body Force
on Flow Boiling

2.3.1 Rationale and Limitations of Simulating Reduced Gravity Boiling
by Tilting Heated Wall Relative to Earth Gravity

A rather inexpensive means for investigating the influence of reduced grav-

ity on both pool boiling and flow boiling in terrestrial experiments is to tilt

the heated wall relative to Earth gravity. With this arrangement, a partial

component of gravity perpendicular to the heated wall is achieved whose

magnitude is dependent on the inclination angle. A major drawback of this

technique compared to the reduced gravity platforms discussed earlier is the

inability to eliminate the component of gravity parallel to the heated wall,

which undoubtedly can have a profound influence on fluid motion and

therefore both the two-phase heat transfer coefficient and CHF.

Tilting the heated wall relative to Earth gravity in terrestrial studies has

been widely used in pool-boiling experiments. And, while this study is

focused on flow boiling in reduced gravity, observations from pool-boiling

experiments provide valuable insight into the influence of components of

gravity both perpendicular and parallel to the heated wall on CHF mecha-

nism and magnitude.

Pool-boiling experiments of this type by Class et al. [35], Githinji and

Sabersky [36], Marcus and Dropkin [37], Chen [38], Nishikawa et al. [39],

and Kumar et al. [40] have shown profound differences in the CHF mecha-

nism and magnitude for different wall orientations. In most cases, the popular

model for pool-boiling CHF by Zuber et al. [41] has been validated only for

horizontal or near-horizontal upward-facing wall orientations.

Relying on extensive photographic analysis of interfacial behavior,

Mudawar et al. [42] and Howard and Mudawar [43] showed that wall ori-

entations can be divided into three regions that yield drastically different

CHF behavior. As depicted in Fig. 4, the first is near-horizontal upward-

facing wall orientations, where buoyancy forces remove the vapor vertically

off the heated wall and CHF is accurately predicted by the Zuber et al.

model. The second region encompasses near-vertical wall orientations,

where a wavy vapor layer is observed propagating along the wall while all-

owing liquid replenishment only in the wave troughs, precisely as predicted

by the Interfacial Lift-offModel for flow boiling CHF and depicted in Fig. 3.
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The third region includes downward-facing wall orientations, which stratify

the vapor against the heated wall. Notice in Fig. 4 the reduction in CHF as

the heated wall is tilted from the near-horizontal region to the near-vertical

region and, most noticeably, the appreciable reduction for downward-

facing orientations.

Fig. 4 CHF regimes for saturated pool boiling of PF-5052 on a 1.27�1.27 cm2 heated
wall at different orientations. Adapted from A.H. Howard, I. Mudawar, Orientation effects on
pool boiling CHF and modeling of CHF for near-vertical surfaces, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer
42 (1999) 1665–1688.
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2.3.2 Terrestrial Studies on the Influence of Flow Orientation on Flow
Boiling and CHF

Terrestrial studies addressing the influence of flow orientation on flow boil-

ing and CHF point to orientation effects far more complex that those for

pool boiling because of the added influence of bulk flow velocity. In their

study of nitrogen flow boiling, Simoneau and Simon [44] found that high

velocities in downflow cause the vapor and liquid to flow concurrently.

On the other hand, low velocities for the same downflow orientation cause

the vapor to flow in a direction opposite to that of the liquid. Overall, they

measured lower CHF values for downflow compared to upflow, but these

differences decreased with increasing velocity, a trend they attributed to

gradual weakening of buoyancy effects relative to liquid inertia. Mishima

and Nishihara [45] proposed that CHF in low velocity water downflow is

caused by flooding. By increasing velocity from the flooded state, bubbles

were observed to stagnate in the flow channel as the liquid drag force exerted

on the vapor bubbles just balanced buoyancy force; this bubble stagnation

condition culminated in CHF values even lower that those associated with

flooding at lower velocities. Like Simoneau and Simon, they showed that

increasing flow velocity causes the liquid and vapor to flow concurrently

in downflow, as well as increase CHF. Gersey and Mudawar [46,47] also

demonstrated high sensitivity of CHF for FC-72 to orientation at low veloc-

ities, and a gradual decrease in sensitivity with increasing velocity and/or

subcooling.

Zhang et al. [48–50] performed a series of studies to investigate the influ-

ence of orientation and flow velocity for FC-72 in a 5.0�2.5 mm2 rectan-

gular channel that was heated along one of the two 2.5-mmwalls. As shown

in Fig. 5A and B, experiments were performed at different orientations in

45° increments, where θ¼0° and 180° correspond, respectively, to hori-

zontal flow with the heated wall facing upward and downward, while

θ¼90° corresponds to vertical upflow and θ¼270° to vertical downflow.

Fig. 5A shows interfacial behavior just preceding CHF for near-saturated

flow (△Tsub,out¼3°C) at a very low velocity of U¼0.1 m/s. Because of

weak liquid drag forces at this velocity, buoyancy had a profound influence

on CHF in both mechanism and magnitude. Depicted in the same figure are

four drastically different CHF regimes: (i) Pool-Boiling Regime for θ¼0°,
(ii) Wavy Vapor Layer Regime for θ¼90°, (iii) Stratified Regime for

θ¼180°, and (iv) Vapor Stagnation Regime for θ¼270°. Because of low flow

velocity, the first three CHF regimes are very similar to those observed in

pool-boiling experiments by Howard and Mudawar [42], Fig. 4, for similar

wall orientations. The Pool Boiling Regime (θ¼0°) is characterized by
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bubbles coalescing along the heated wall before being detached by buoyancy

into the liquid core, but with weak tendency to flow along with the liquid.

The Wavy Vapor Layer Regime (θ¼90°) is associated with bubble coales-

cence into a wavy vapor layer propagating along the wall while permitting

liquid replenishment only within the wave troughs. The Stratification

Regime (θ¼180°) is characterized by virtually complete stratification of

vapor along the heated wall above the liquid. The Vapor Stagnation Regime

(θ¼270°) is similar to that reported earlier by Mishima and Nishihara [45]

and Gersey and Mudawar [46,47], with the buoyancy force just balancing

the liquid drag force. Two other CHF regimes that were observed at

θ¼270° at low flow velocities but not shown in Fig. 5A are the Separated

Concurrent Vapor Flow Regime, encountered at velocities slightly greater than

U¼0.1 m/s, where liquid drag exceeded buoyancy, and a Vapor Counter

Flow Regime, detected at velocities below 0.1 m/s, where buoyancy

exceeded liquid drag, causing the vapor to flow backwards. Notice in

Fig. 5A the large differences in CHF magnitude among the different orien-

tations at this low velocity.

In contrast, Fig. 5B shows interfacial behavior for near-saturated flow

(△Tsub,out¼3°C) at a relatively high velocity of U¼1.5 m/s. With the large
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Fig. 5 Near saturated (△Tsub,o¼3°C) flow boiling CHF regimes for FC-72 at 1 ge
corresponding to different flow orientations for inlet liquid velocities of (A) U¼G/ρf
¼0.1 m/s and (B) U¼G/ρf¼1.5 m/s. CHF regime and magnitude are highly dependent
on orientation for the lower velocity and fairly independent of orientation for the higher
velocity [48].
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increase in liquid inertia and drag forces, buoyancy effects are much weaker

for this case, evidenced by all orientations featuring the same Wavy Vapor

Layer Regime and much closer CHF values.

Complementing the flow orientation studies of Zhang et al. [48–50],
Kharangate et al. [51,52] recently published a comprehensive investigation

of orientation effects on flow boiling CHF for FC-72 in a rectangular chan-

nel heated along one wall or two opposite walls corresponding to saturated

two-phase inlet conditions. Experiments were performed in vertical upflow,

vertical downflow, and horizontal flow, subject to variations in mass veloc-

ity, inlet quality, and wall heat flux. For horizontal flow, the effects of gravity

were reflected in appreciable stratification across the channel at low mass

velocities, and buoyancy aiding vapor removal from, and liquid replenish-

ment of the bottom heated wall, while accumulating vapor along the top

heated wall. The heat transfer coefficient showed significant variations

among the different orientations at low mass velocities, but became insen-

sitive to orientation aboveG � 800 kg/m2s. Similarly, for both single-sided

and double-sided heating, the influence of orientation on CHF decreased

with increasing mass velocity, and fairly identical CHF values were achieved

at high mass velocities irrespective of orientation. Further, increasing inlet

quality served to decrease the mass velocity required for inertia to negate

gravity effects.

2.3.3 Criteria for Negating Body Force Effects Based on Terrestrial
Experiments Involving Different Flow Orientations

Determining the minimum flow rate or flow velocity that would negate the

influence of body force on flow boiling CHF is crucial for development of

thermal control devices in future space vehicles. While the aforementioned

trends prove that high velocities produce the high liquid inertia and drag

forces essential to overcoming gravity effects, using high velocities in space

systems causes high-pressure drops and therefore requires appreciable

pumping power. It is therefore an important design goal in negating the

influence of gravity to derive criteria for the minimum velocity required

to achieve this goal.

Zhang et al. [53] developed such criteria for flow boiling with xe,in�0.

They proposed three criteria that must be satisfied simultaneously to negate

any gravity effects: (i) negating the influence of gravity component perpen-

dicular to the heated wall, (ii) negating the influence of gravity component

opposite to the flow direction, and (iii) ensuring that the wavelength
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associated with instability of the liquid–vapor interface is smaller than the

length of the heated wall to facilitate liquid contact with wall.

The criterion governing influence of the gravity component perpendic-

ular to the heated wall is based on the observation that the Wavy-Vapor

Layer Regime is dominant for all orientations excepting very low velocities.

The wavy layer can be described with the aid of classical instability theory

and the assumption of sinusoidal vapor–liquid interface. The critical wave-

length, λc, of the wavy interface is given by

2π

λc
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where Ug and Uf are mean velocities of the vapor and liquid layers, respec-

tively, and ge cosθ is the component of gravity perpendicular to the heated

wall. Eq. (1) shows that interfacial instability is governed by the relative mag-

nitudes of three components: inertia, surface tension, and component of

gravity perpendicular to the heated wall. The influence of gravity is negli-

gible when

ρf �ρg

� �
ρf + ρg

� �2
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which simplifies Eq. (1) to

λc ¼
2πσ ρf + ρg
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� �2 : (3)

Eq. (3) can also be presented in terms of the Bond and Weber numbers,
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where

Bo¼
ρf �ρg

� �
ge cos θL2

σ
(5)

and
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We¼ ρf ρg Ug�Uf

� �2
L

ρf + ρg

� �
σ

: (6)

This criterion is derived by substituting the difference between the vapor

and liquid velocities by the mean inlet liquid velocity, U, and the gravity

component perpendicular to the heated wall by it maximum value, g.

The magnitude of Bo/We2 corresponding to U¼1.5 m/s was used in this

criterion, since higher velocities yielded little CHF dependence on

orientation,

Bo

We2
¼

ρf �ρg

� �
ρf + ρg

� �2
σg

ρ2f ρ
2
gU

4
≪0:09: (7)

The second criterion for negating the influence of gravity parallel to the

heated wall and opposite the flow direction relies on an expression for rise

velocity of a large coalescent slug flow bubble relative to liquid [54],

U∞¼ 0:35
ρf �ρg

� �
ge sinθj jDH

h i1=2
ρ1=2f

, (8)

where DH is the flow channel’s hydraulic diameter. Notice that when

U∞>U the vapor would flow backward relative to the liquid and induce

flooding, and vapor stagnation occurs when U∞¼U. A sufficient criterion

for preventing flooding was derived by settingU∞≪U (to completely elim-

inate the likelihood of flooding) and sinθ¼1 (corresponding to strongest

orientation influence). Based on the observation by Zhang et al. that

flooding is avoided for U�0.5 m/s, the criterion for negating flooding

effects was presented in terms of the Froude number,

1

Fr
¼

ρf �ρg

� �
gDH

ρf U2
� 0:13: (9)

The third criterion is based on the premise that the interfacial wavelength

must be smaller than the length of the heated wall, i.e., λc�L. Introducing

the relation for λc from Eq. (3), this criterion can be expressed in terms of the

Weber number,
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We¼ ρf ρg Ug�Uf

� �2
L

ρf + ρg

� �
σ

� 2π: (10)

Notice that the three minimum velocity criteria for negating gravity

influences must be satisfied simultaneously. Fig. 6 illustrates how these

criteria can be used to determine the minimum velocity for a given fluid

and operating pressure. The relations for the three criteria are plotted

together against g/ge, the ratio of prevailing gravity to Earth gravity.

Avoiding any body force effects requires that U exceeds the value predicted

by each of the three criteria. Fig. 6 shows that the flooding criterion is dom-

inant only for large gravities with g/ge>75. Below this gravity value, and

spanning Earth, Lunar, and Martian gravities, instability effects associated

with the gravity component perpendicular to the wall become dominant.

The heater length criterion is dominant only for very low gravities, and

the value of g/ge associated with transition between the instability-

dominated and heater-length-dominated regions is a function of L; shorter

heaters require higher velocities to ensure λc�L.
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The three criteria just discussed are based on the data of Zhang et al.

corresponding to xe,in�0. In a more recent study, Konishi et al. [55]

extended the three criteria to two-phase inlet conditions, xe,in�0. Since

increasing xe,in also increases flow velocities, two-phase inlet conditions

strengthen inertial effects, therefore requiring lower inlet velocities to negate

gravity effects than predicted by the above criteria.

2.4 Pool Boiling in Reduced Gravity
For decades, studies on boiling in reduced gravity have been focused almost

entirely on pool boiling. These studies addressed several fundamental pro-

cesses such as bubble nucleation, growth, and coalescence in the absence of

gravity, and the impact of these processes on both nucleate boiling heat

transfer and CHF.

Oka and coworkers performed pool-boiling experiments with n-pentane,

R-113, and water in parabolic flight [56], and R-113 and water in a drop

shaft [57]. In both platforms, surface tension and latent heat of vaporization

had a significant impact on bubble nucleation, growth, and coalescence, and

therefore on heat transfer performance. At moderate subcoolings, bubbles in

low surface tension and low heat of vaporization fluids, n-pentane and

R-113, rarely detached from the heated wall. At low heat fluxes, initially

isolated bubbles slid slowly across the wall and coalesced with neighboring

bubbles, and this sliding motion promoted liquid replenishment of wall

dryout regions originally occupied by the bubbles. High heat fluxes and

near-saturated conditions caused isolated bubbles to grow significantly larger

and coalesce with other bubbles with greater frequency, culminating in the

formation of a single large bubble covering most of the heated wall. CHF

was detected by unsteady rise in wall temperature resulting from dryout

under the large bubble. Fig. 7A shows that nucleate boiling heat transfer

and CHF for R-113 are both highly compromised in microgravity than

in Earth gravity. Oka et al. reported distinctly different behavior in micro-

gravity with water, which possesses significantly higher surface tension and

heat of vaporization than those for n-pentane and R-113. Instead of sliding

across the wall, isolated bubbles quickly detached from thewall. At moderate

subcoolings, condensation caused the detached bubbles to collapse in the

bulk liquid. But at saturated or near-saturated conditions, the detached bub-

bles remained in the vicinity of the heated wall, where they coalesced with

one another into a single large vapor bubble that grew further in size by cap-

turing newly formed bubbles. A key advantage of the high latent heat of
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vaporization of water was delayed evaporation of the thin liquid film

beneath the large bubble, evidenced by formation of a secondary bubble

within the large bubble and absence of wall temperature excursions.

While thermocapillary (or Marangoni) convection is dwarfed by buoy-

ancy in terrestrial conditions, this phenomenon has been reported to have a

significant impact on bubble dynamics in microgravity. This convection

effect is induced by surface tension gradients causing fluid motion along

the vapor–liquid interface and away from the heated wall and is manifest

by formation of jet streams around nucleating bubbles. Straub [58] con-

firmed these effects in microgravity pool-boiling experiments conducted

in Spacelab mission IML-2 using R-11 as working fluid on a hemispherical
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Fig. 7 (A) Pool-boiling curves for R-113 in microgravity and Earth gravity at two levels of
subcooling [57]. (B) Photos of pool boiling of R-113 in Earth gravity and microgravity
(courtesy NASA). Adapted from C. Konishi, I. Mudawar, Review of flow boiling and critical
heat flux in microgravity, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 80 (2015) 469–493.
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heater. In a follow-up study [59], he reported an increase in the strength of

thermocapillary jets with increasing heat flux that showed nonmonotonic

dependence on subcooling. The jet velocity was zero for saturated condi-

tions and increased appreciably in response to a slight increase in subcooling.

But after reaching maximum value, jet velocity decreased back to zero at

high subcooling. In general, observation of a large bubble engulfing the

heated wall in microgravity has been attributed to unusually large values

of Capillary (or Laplace) Length, which governs the bubble size for a given

combination of surface tension and gravity.

Merte [60,61] conducted a series of microgravity pool-boiling experi-

ments with R-113 onboard NASA’s Space Shuttles. Their tests

encompassed subcoolings of ΔTsub¼0.3–22.2K and heat fluxes of

q00 ¼0.5–8W/cm2. For moderate subcoolings and low heat fluxes, a large

vapor bubble formed and was observed to hover in the vicinity of the heated

wall with smaller bubbles nucleating underneath. Excepting the highest sub-

cooling condition, the highest heat flux caused the large bubble to engulf the

entire heated wall, with the ensuing partial or complete dryout leading to

unsteady rise in the wall temperature. Fig. 7B contrasts the bubble behavior

captured by Merte in Earth gravity compared to that in microgravity, with

the former yielding many small discrete bubbles that are pulled away from

the wall by buoyancy, compared to a single large bubble in microgravity

engulfing the entire heated wall.

Kim and coworkers conducted a series of microgravity pool-boiling

experiments in both parabolic flight and onboard the ISS. They developed

a unique heater surface comprised of several arrays of platinum resistance

heaters that were controlled by a bank of feedback circuitry to maintain con-

stant surface temperature, while allowing high-speed video imaging from

behind the surface. Their KC-135 parabolic flight experiments employed

FC-72 and three different heater sizes, 0.65, 2.62, and 7.29 mm2 [62,63].

In microgravity, surface tension had a profound influence on bubble dynam-

ics, and, like prior investigators, they reported the formation of a single large

bubble regardless of heater size. On the other hand, heater size had a notice-

able influence on bubble dynamics in hyper-G (1.7 ge) depending the mag-

nitude of capillary length. With a size close to the capillary length, the

smallest heater produced a single primary bubble, while the largest heater

produced a primary bubble surrounded by multiple satellite bubbles. Kim’s

team also performed long-duration microgravity tests onboard the ISS using

nPFH as working fluid [64]. These experiments culminated in a series of

observations concerning pool boiling in microgravity. The onset of nucleate
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boiling (ONB) occurred at lower wall superheat in microgravity compared

to Earth gravity, and increasing the system pressure decreases the superheat at

ONB. Overall, heat transfer was enhanced with increased subcooling and

degraded with decreased subcooling; the latter led to the formation of a large

bubble that engulfed the entire heater surface. And, with decreasing heater

size, nucleate boiling heat transfer was enhanced at high subcooling and

degraded at low subcooling.

Dhir and coworkers [65] also conducted nucleate boiling experiments

onboard the ISS with nPFH using an aluminum wafer equipped with an

array of strain gauge heaters and thermistors, and containing five 10-μm
diameter artificial cavities. Like previous investigators, they observed the

formation of a large primary bubble on the heater surface from lateral merg-

ing of small bubbles. At high superheats, the large bubble lifted away from,

but hovered in the vicinity of the surface, growing in size by capturing addi-

tional smaller bubbles generated on the surface. They compared single and

multiple bubble dynamics and heat transfer data with predictions based on

numerical simulation tools developed earlier by Son et al. [66]. For single-

bubble nucleation, they were able to predict bubble shape and size with

remarkable accuracy.

Overall, the vast majority of microgravity boiling research conducted to

date has been focused on pool boiling. The stated intent of pool-boiling

studies has been to develop fundamental mechanistic understanding of

the influence of microgravity on boiling dynamics (incipience, nucleation,

growth, and coalescence), nucleate boiling heat transfer, and CHF. Most of

these studies clearly point to the highly problematic formation of an unusu-

ally large bubble in the absence of an effective means to remove this bubble

from the heated wall. This phenomenon is also largely responsible for

unusually low CHF values. These complications provide ample evidence

against the viability of pool boiling for thermal management in space systems

and explain the recent urgent calls to shift the focus of microgravity phase

change research from pool boiling to flow boiling [3,5]. To compensate

for the absence of body force, flow boiling is highly effective at utilizing bulk

liquid motion to flush vapor bubbles away from and promote liquid replen-

ishment of the wall, thereby enhancing both nucleate boiling heat transfer

and CHF. Despite these well-established merits, very few microgravity flow

boiling experiments have been performed to date. Two main reasons for the

lack of flow boiling studies are high complexity (many flow components, far

more extensive instrumentation, larger size, and high-power requirements)

and much higher cost compared to pool-boiling experiments.
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2.5 Adiabatic Two-Phase Flow in Microgravity
For several decades, researchers have been aware of appreciable differences

in adiabatic two-phase behavior between terrestrial and reduced gravity

environments. According to Zhao and Rezkallah [67] and depicted in

Fig. 8A, only three of the classical two-phase flow patterns are achieved

in reduced gravity: bubbly, slug, and annular, with another frothy slug-

annular pattern observed less frequently, depending on combinations of

superficial velocities of vapor and liquid, jg and jf, respectively.

Choi et al. [68] compared two-phase flow patterns for air–water in a

10-mm diameter tube in microgravity (μge), hypergravity (2 ge), and Earth

gravity (1 ge). They reported strong differences in flow behavior between

low and high velocities. As shown in Fig. 8B, low velocities produced bub-

bly flow in μge, whereas 1 ge and 2 ge produced stratified and plug flows,

respectively. However, high velocities enabled flow inertia to overcome

the effects of both surface tension and body force, evidenced by similar flow

patterns for all three gravity levels.

Fig. 8 (A) Air–water two-phase flow patterns in microgravity [67]. (B) Air–water flow
patterns along a 10-mm diameter tube in microgravity (μge), terrestrial gravity (1 ge),
and hypergravity (2 ge) [68]. Adapted from C. Konishi, I. Mudawar, Review of flow boiling
and critical heat flux in microgravity, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 80 (2015) 469–493.
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Dukler et al. [69] performed adiabatic air–water flow parabolic flight and

drop tower experiments using a 9.52-mm diameter, 0.475-m long horizon-

tal tube. They observed three of the classical flow patterns: bubbly, slug, and

annular, and derived Drift-Flux relations for transitions between patterns

based on superficial velocities and void fraction averaged over the cross-

sectional area of the tube. Bousman et al. [70–72] extended the work of

Dukler et al. by conducting adiabatic parabolic flight experiments using hor-

izontal tubes having two different diameters, 12.7 and 25.4 mm. They also

explored the effects of surface tension by using three different fluid mixtures:

air–water, air-50–50 wt% water/glycerin, and air–water/Zonyl FSP. They
reported turbulent oscillations were more pronounced and promoted bub-

ble coalescence in the larger tube, which caused a significant shift in the void

fraction corresponding to bubbly–slug transition, and recommended differ-

ent relations for bubbly–slug transition corresponding to the different fluid

combinations. They also used the formulation proposed by Dukler et al. to

derive an alternative Drift-Flux relation for slug–annular transition.
Colin et al. [73] compared flow patterns for adiabatic air–water flow in a

40-mm diameter, 3.14-m long tube in parabolic flight with those in vertical

upflow in Earth gravity. By comparing results with those of Dukler et al. [69]

and Bousman et al. [72], they showed a dependence of flow-pattern transi-

tions on tube diameter. For example, in microgravity, bubbles in the 40-mm

tube were concentrated more toward the central region of the tube, while

they were more uniformly distributed in the smaller tubes of Dukler et al.

and Bousman et al. This behavior was attributed to increased bubble coales-

cence in the larger tube due to increased turbulence. Later, Colin et al. [74]

proposed alternative relations for flow-pattern transitions that accounted, in

addition to superficial velocities and void fraction, for the influence of tube

diameter and fluid properties.

Lee [75,76] also developed flow-pattern transition models, which were

originally intended for flow condensation in microgravity but later adopted

by several investigators in conjunction with adiabatic two-phase flow. These

transition relations were derived by examining dominant forces for each

flow pattern, including surface tension, gravity, inertia, and friction, in addi-

tion to turbulent fluctuations.

Reinarts [77] conducted two-phase flow experiments with R-12 in two

horizontal tubes having 4.7 and 10.5 mm diameters in parabolic flight to

simulate microgravity as well as Lunar and Martian gravities and compared

the flight data with those in Earth gravity. While only bubbly, slug, and

annular patterns were observed in microgravity, body force effects in Lunar
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and Martian gravities were also reflected in the form of stratified and plug

flow patterns.

Another key focus of adiabatic microgravity studies is two-phase pressure

drop. The total pressure drop in two-phase flow is comprised of frictional,

accelerational, and gravitational components. With zero accelerational and

gravitational components in adiabatic flow and inmicrogravity, respectively,

adiabatic two-phase flow experiments in microgravity are intended for mea-

surement of the frictional component alone.

Colin et al. [73] showed that, because of concentration of bubbles along

the center of large diameter tubes, with almost pure liquid flowing near the

wall, microgravity wall friction data agreed well with predictions of the Blas-

ius correlation for single-phase turbulent flow. On the other hand, Colin

et al. [74,78] reported an increase in wall friction for lowerReynolds number

flows in small tubes compared to predictions of single-phase relations, which

they attributed to closer proximity of bubbles to the wall. A similar trend was

also reported by Zhao and Rezkallah [79].

Bousman [70] found that neither the Homogeneous EquilibriumModel

nor the Separated Flow Model could accurately predict their microgravity

pressure drop data corresponding to bubbly and slug flows. However, fairly

good predictions of annular flow data were achieved using the Lockhart–
Martinelli correlation [80].

Both Chen et al. [81] and Choi et al. [68] reported significantly higher

pressure drops in microgravity compared to Earth gravity, and Zhao et al.

[82] showed that 1-ge empirical correlations generally yield poor predictions

of microgravity pressure drop data. The fundamental differences in two-

phase behavior between microgravity and Earth gravity, and failure of Earth

gravity correlations meant new or modified correlations must be developed

specifically to microgravity.

2.6 Two-Phase Flow Boiling Patterns and Transitions
in Microgravity

Very few microgravity flow boiling studies have been undertaken since the

pioneering works of Siegel and Usiskin [83] in the late 1950s. Misawa [84]

performed both drop tower and parabolic flight experiments using R-113.

They employed a film heated square channel having a cross-sectional area of

5�5 mm2 and 500-mm heated length, and two electrically coiled tubes of

similar length with diameters of 4.0 and 12.8 mm. They reported earlier

flow-pattern transitions in microgravity compared to 1 ge, but differences

diminished with increasing inlet vapor quality. They captured bubbly, slug,
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slug–frothy, annular, and annular–frothy patterns and showed that pattern

transitions were well predicted by the microgravity adiabatic two-phase pat-

tern maps of Dukler et al. [69] and Colin et al. [73].

Saito et al. [85] performed parabolic flight water flow boiling experi-

ments in a 25�25 mm2 and 600-mm long square channel that was fitted

along its axis with an electrically heated 8-mm diameter and 200-mm long

rod. Fig. 9A shows strong body force effects at 1 ge and low flow rates, which

are reflected by bubbles generated on the heated rod detaching and stratify-

ing in the upper region of the flow channel. On the other hand, absence of

buoyancy in microgravity is reflected by better symmetry about the axis and

bubbles propagating along the heated wall and growing axially by coales-

cence and capture of bubbles generated downstream.

Ohta et al. [86] conducted parabolic flight flow boiling experiments with

R-113 using 8-mm diameter pyrex tubes with heated lengths of 70 and

255 mm. Experimental data for subcooled and saturated inlet conditions were

obtained in microgravity and in 2 ge and compared to those in 1 ge vertical

upflow. As shown in Fig. 9B, they observed bubbly flow in all gravities

for subcooled inlet conditions and a relatively low mass velocity of

G¼150 kg/m2s, with bubbles in microgravity being significantly larger than

in 1 ge or 2 ge. However, their highest mass velocity of G¼600 kg/m2s

produced similar interfacial behavior and equal bubble detachment diameters

for all gravities. This similarity was attributed to increased inertia negating

any body force effects. Fig. 9B shows that body force effects were also

suppressed at high inlet quality and higher heat flux, evidenced by similar

annular flow behavior for all gravity levels.

Luciani et al. [87,88] performed parabolic flight subcooled flow boiling

experiments withHFE-7100 in three narrow rectangular channels with flow

areas of 6.0�0.254, 6.0�0.454, and 6.0�0.654 mm2, and equal heated

length of 50 mm. Data were measured in microgravity and 1.8 ge and com-

pared with those for vertical upflow in 1 ge. They reported upstream heat

transfer enhancement in microgravity, but similar interfacial behavior in 1

ge and 1.8 ge.

2.7 Two-Phase Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop
in Microgravity

Misawa [84] reported that turbulent activity in flow boiling within the bub-

bly regime is reduced in microgravity, which leads to deterioration in the

two-phase heat transfer coefficient in microgravity compared to Earth

gravity.
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Fig. 9 (A) Comparison of water flow boiling behavior in microgravity and Earth gravity
along a square channel fitted with a central cylindrical heating rod [85]. (B) Comparison
of flow boiling of R-113 in vertical upflow in 1 ge, 2 ge, and μge for subcooled inlet
conditions at low and high mass velocities, and for low mass velocity and high inlet
quality [86]. Adapted from C. Konishi, I. Mudawar, Review of flow boiling and critical heat
flux in microgravity, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 80 (2015) 469–493.
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Ohta et al. [86] performed parabolic flight experiments to simulate flow

boiling in microgravity and in 2 ge and compared results to those for vertical

upflow in Earth gravity. In the bubbly flow regime, transitioning from

microgravity to hypergravity during a flight parabola had minimal influence

on heat transfer. They suggested that the absence of gravity effects is the

result of a bubbly flow regime dominated by a nucleate boiling heat transfer

mechanism that is both local and confined to the heated wall. However, the

annular flow regime, corresponding to moderate inlet qualities, showed

behavior dominated by two-phase forced convection that was strongly grav-

ity dependent, with heat transfer clearly compromised in low compared to

high gravity. The influence of gravity in the annular regime was manifest in

several ways, depending on heat flux and inlet quality. First, waves in the

annular liquid film caused film thickness to decrease in high vs low gravity.

And, despite the dominance of forced convection for most operating con-

ditions, high heat fluxes triggered nucleate boiling within the annular liquid

film, which helped maintain similar heat transfer coefficients during the

varying gravity event. The influence of gravity in the annular regime also

decreased at high inlet quality as high vapor core velocity increased the shear

force exerted upon the annular film’s interface, dwarfing gravity effects.

Celeta et al. [89] and Baltis et al. [90] explored wall temperature fluctu-

ations in a 6.0-mm tube in response to gravity variations during parabolic

maneuvers. At lowmass velocities and low exit vapor qualities, hypergravity

produced bubbly flow with small bubbles detaching from the wall. Within

the microgravity period of the parabola, heat transfer was enhanced signif-

icantly in the inlet and compromised in the outlet. The upstream enhance-

ment was attributed to larger bubbles in microgravity intensifying mixing

and turbulence. The influence of gravity on heat transfer was weakened with

increasing mass velocity. Heat transfer in the intermittent/annular pattern at

low mass velocity and high exit quality showed slight dependence on

gravity.

Luciani et al. [87,88] reported up to 30% heat transfer enhancement in

microgravity compared to Earth gravity. For all gravities, large heat transfer

coefficients were measured near the inlet, but dropped sharply to fairly con-

stant values from about the channel’s middle to the exit. Later, Brutin et al.

[91] examined the influence of gravity on void fraction and two-phase fric-

tional pressure drop. Increasing gravity was observed to increase the fraction

of cross-sectional area occupied by liquid, which, in turn, increased the fric-

tional pressure drop.
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Overall, these findings prove that the influence of body force on two-

phase heat transfer is highly dependent on mass velocity, inlet quality,

and heat flux, as these parameters also dictate which flow pattern is dominant

for a given gravity.

2.8 Flow Boiling CHF in Microgravity
2.8.1 CHF for Subcooled Inlet Conditions
As discussed earlier, flow boiling CHF is arguably the most important

design and safety parameter for heat-flux-controlled thermal control sys-

tems. This concern is heightened by previous microgravity pool-boiling

studies, which demonstrated appreciable decline in CHF in microgravity

compared to Earth gravity. As discussed earlier, this decline is attributed

to formation of an unusually large bubble in microgravity that engulfs

the entire heated wall, in the absence of an effective body force to remove

smaller bubbles before they have the opportunity to coalesce into a single

large bubble.

Flow boiling provides an effective means to compensate for the lack of

body force in two-phase space systems by relying on bulk liquid motion to

flush bubbles away from the wall and preclude the formation of a massive

vapor bubble. Yet, despite this crucial benefit, very few studies have been

devoted exclusively to flow boiling CHF in microgravity.

Ma and Chung [92] investigated subcooled flow boiling of FC-72 across

a heated 0.254-mm platinum wire in a 2.1-s drop tower. Their data showed

a significant reduction in CHF in microgravity compared to Earth gravity,

but differences in both heat transfer rate and CHF decreased with increasing

flow rate.

In a study that paved the way for the joint Purdue-NASA FBCE for the

ISS, Zhang et al. [93] conducted a series of parabolic flight subcooled flow

boiling CHF experiments using FC-72 as working fluid. Using the flight rig

depicted in Fig. 10A, these experiments yielded CHF data for microgravity,

Lunar gravity (0.17 ge), and Martian gravity (0.38 ge), which were later com-

pared with CHF data measured in Earth gravity. Their study featured a

mostly transparent rectangular flow channel having a 2.5�5.0 mm2 cross

section, Fig. 10B, that was heated along one of its two 2.5-mm sides with

a 101.6-mm long copper plate by a series of thick film resistors as shown in

Fig. 10C. Fig. 11 shows, for U¼G/ρf¼0.15 m/s and ΔTsub,out¼3.0°C,
variations of boiling data and corresponding interfacial behavior with

increasing heat flux in microgravity. In the absence of buoyancy
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perpendicular to the heated wall, vapor masses are shown simply sliding

along the wall with no tendency to depart to the bulk flow region. At

63% and 73% of CHF, small bubbles can be seen coalescing along the wall

into larger bubbles, and, at 81% of CHF, the size of the coalescent bubbles

increasing considerably. At 91% of CHF,most of the vapor amasses into long

vapor patches that propagate along the heated wall. Just prior to CHF, the

patches increase appreciably in size and begin to mimic a wavy vapor layer,

confining liquid access to small troughs—wetting fronts—between the

vapor patches. Eventually, the liquid–vapor interface begins to separate from
the wall by intense momentum of vapor generated in the troughs. To better

identify the trigger mechanism for CHF in microgravity, the interfacial

behavior was also recorded during the CHF transient. Fig. 12A shows

sequential video images captured just before, during, and just after CHF

for a low velocity ofU¼G/ρf¼0.15 m/s andΔTsub,out¼3.0°C. At CHF�,

a series of long vapor patches are shown propagating along the wall, andmost

of the heat appears to be released to liquid in the wetting fronts between the

vapor patches. At CHF, the initially discrete vapor patches merge together to

form a fairly continuous vapor layer. Notice in the middle images captured at

A

B

Fig. 12 CHF transient in microgravity for FC-72 at (A) U¼0.15 m/s and ΔTsub,out¼3.0°C,
and (B) U¼1.5 m/s and ΔTsub,out¼3.8°C. Adapted from H. Zhang, I. Mudawar, M.M.
Hasan, Flow boiling CHF in microgravity, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 48 (2005) 3107–3118.
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CHF the downstream wetting front still maintaining contact with the wall.

The last sequence of images shows two wetting fronts in the process of lifting

away from the wall, which is the moment when wall temperatures began to

escalate at a fast rate. Fig. 12B depicts sequential images of the CHF transient

for a relatively high velocity of U¼G/ρf¼1.5 m/s and ΔTsub,out¼3.8°C.
Here too, vapor patches appear to propagate along the wall separated by liq-

uid wetting fronts, but the patches are far shorter and their interface more

perturbed than at 0.15 m/s.

The interfacial behavior depicted in Fig. 12A and B follows very closely

the Interfacial Lift-off mechanism for flow boiling CHF proposed originally

by Galloway and Mudawar [31, 32] for vertical upflow along a short

heated wall.

As discussed earlier in conjunction with Fig. 5A and B, experiments by

Zhang et al. [48] involving flow boiling in Earth gravity showed that, at

low velocities, the CHF mechanism changes drastically with flow orien-

tation because of differences in the magnitude of body force component

perpendicular to the heated wall. However, experiments conducted at

high velocity yielded the same wavy vapor layer behavior regardless of ori-

entation, as high inertia negated the effects of body force. Unlike these

terrestrial trends, Fig. 12A and B shows that CHF in microgravity is asso-

ciated with the wavy vapor layer behavior and triggered by the same Inter-

facial Lift-off mechanism for both low and high velocities. This renders

the Interfacial Lift-off Model especially effective at predicting flow boiling

CHF in microgravity.

2.8.2 Interfacial Lift-off Model for Flow Boiling CHF
The Interfacial Lift-off Model is rooted in depiction of the wavy vapor

layer behavior preceding CHF occurrence using hydrodynamic insta-

bility theory. As shown in Fig. 13A, a wavy interface separates a liquid

layer of mean velocity Uf and mean thickness Hf from a vapor layer of

mean velocity Ug and mean thickness Hg. Wetting front formation

requires that the interfacial wavelength exceeds the critical wavelength,

λc, given by

kc ¼ 2π

λc
¼ ρ00f ρ

00
g Ug�Uf

� �2
2σ ρ00f + ρ00g
� � +

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ00f ρ

00
g Ug�Uf

� �2
2σ ρ00f + ρ00g
� �

2
4

3
5
2

+
ρf �ρg

� �
gn

σ

vuuut , (11)
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where ρf00 ¼ρf coth(kHf) and ρg00 ¼ρgcoth(kHg) are “modified density” terms,

and gn is the component of gravity perpendicular to the heated wall. The

instability theory indicates that large velocity differences tend to destabilize

the interface, surface tension helps preserve interfacial stability, and normal

gravity can be stabilizing or destabilizing.

The second component of the Interfacial Lift-off Model addresses the

separation of wetting fronts from the wall, which is the trigger mechanism

for CHF. Because of the interfacial curvature, a pressure force is produced

that promotes interfacial contact with the wall, a necessary condition for sus-

taining the liquid replenishment. The Interfacial Lift-off Model is based on

the premise that CHF will occur when the normal momentum of the vapor

generated in the wetting front just exceeds the pressure force. For an inter-

facial wave of the form η(z, t)¼η0e
ik(z�ct), the pressure difference perpendic-

ular to the wall is given by

Pf �Pg ¼� ρ00f c�Uf

� �2
+ ρ00g c�Ug

� �2
+ ρf �ρg

� �gn
k

h i
kη0e

ik z�ctð Þ: (12)

Assuming that the wetting front occupies a fixed fraction b of the critical

wavelength, the average pressure difference for the wetting front is deter-

mined by averaging over bλc

Pf �Pg ¼ 4πσδ

bλ2
sin bπð Þ, (13)

where δ is the mean vapor layer thickness. Key components of the lift-off

process are depicted in Fig. 13B, where the pressure force is shown opposing

the normal momentum, ρgUg,n
2 , of vapor emanating from the wetting front.

Using video analysis, Sturgis and Mudawar [33,34] showed that b¼0.2

over a broad range of flow conditions. They also detected a continuous

upstream wetting region of length z*, defined as z∗¼zo+λc(z∗), where
zo is the distance from the leading edge of the heated wall to the location

where Ug just surpasses Uf. They concluded that the wavy interface is first

generated at z* before propagating downstream.

To account for inlet subcooling, the heat concentrated in a wetting front

is given by qw
00Aw¼ρgUg,nAw(cp,fΔTsub,in+hfg), where Aw is the wetting front

area. The heat flux required to lift the interface away from the wall is deter-

mined by equating the vapor momentum, ρgUg,n
2 , to the average pressure

force given by Eq. (13):
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q00w ¼ ρg cp, fΔTsub, in + hfg
� � Pf �Pg

ρg

 !1=2

¼ ρg cp, fΔTsub, in + hfg
� � 4πσ

ρg

sin bπð Þ
b

 !1=2
δ1=2

λc

����
z∗

: (14)

The critical heat flux, qm
00 , is the average heat flux over the entire heated

area and is related to the wetting front heat flux by the relation q00m¼ bq00w. This
yields the following analytical expression for CHF corresponding to sub-

cooled inlet conditions:

q00m ¼ ρg cp, fΔTsub, in + hfg
� � 4πσb sin bπð Þ

ρg

 !1=2
δ1=2

λc

����
z∗

: (15)

It is important to note that δ and λc in Eq. (15) are calculated at z* using a
separated flow model that provides axial variations ofUf,Ug, and δ. Detailed

relations for the separated flow model are provided in Ref. [49].

Fig. 13C shows variations of flow boiling CHF data obtained in micro-

gravity by Zhang et al. vs Uð¼G=ρf Þ in microgravity and in Earth gravity.

In microgravity, CHF is shown increasing appreciably with increasing

velocity, compared to a much milder increase in Earth gravity. Notice

how microgravity CHF at the lowest velocity is only 50% of that at 1 ge.

Increasing velocity is shown reducing CHF differences between the two

gravities, culminating in near convergence around 1.5 m/s. Fig. 13C also

shows CHF predictions based on the Interfacial Lift-off Model. Notice that,

while the model predictions for microgravity are provided for the entire

velocity range tested, predictions for 1 ge are only shown for relatively high

velocities. Absence of predictions for lower velocities at 1 ge is based on the

observation that flow boiling CHF in horizontal flow at these velocities is

dominated by the Pool-Boiling Regime, Fig. 5A, whereas the Interfacial

Lift-off Model, as discussed earlier, is valid for all velocities in microgravity,

but only a subset of velocities and orientations in Earth gravity. Fig. 13C also

demonstrates the accuracy of the model predictions for the relevant velocity

ranges in both gravities. The convergence of CHF data above 1.5 m/s has

important practical implications concerning the design of two-phase thermal

hardware in space systems. It proves that, above this velocity threshold, the

flow becomes inertia-dominated, allowing high-velocity 1 ge data, correla-

tions, and models to be safely implemented in the design of space systems.
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2.8.3 Pre-ISS Parabolic Flight Flow Boiling CHF Experiments Using
the FBCE’s FBM

Recently, collaborative efforts between Purdue University and NASA-

GRC have been focused on assessing the design integrity and instrumenta-

tion of the FBM prior to insertion of the FBCE into the FIR onboard the

ISS [94,95]. This effort is also intended to obtain preliminary data and video

records for flow boiling CHF in reduced gravity. Unlike the earlier exper-

iments by Zhang et al. [93], which utilized a flow channel that was heated

along only one side, the FBM featured heating on two opposite sides of the

rectangular flow channel.

The experiments were performed in microgravity in a series of parabolic

maneuvers onboard a modified Boeing 727 aircraft. The entire flight facility,

including the flow loop hardware, data acquisition system, power and

instrumentation cabinets, and high-speed camera, was mounted onto a rigid

aluminum frame shown in Fig. 14A. Fig. 14B shows a schematic of the two-

phase flow loop that was configured to deliver FC-72 to the FBM at desired

operating conditions.

Design of the FBM enabled simultaneous heat transfer measurements

and high-speed video motion analysis of interfacial features. Depicted

in Fig. 15A and B, the FBM consists of three transparent polycarbonate

plastic (Lexan) plates that are bolted together between two aluminum sup-

port plates. The rectangular flow channel has a cross-sectional area of

5.0�2.5 mm2, which is identical to the channel dimensions adopted in

earlier studies by Zhang et al. [93]. The top and bottom plastic plates

are milled out to insert 15.5-mm wide, 114.6-mm long, and 1.04-mm

thick copper slabs that serve as heating walls along the two opposite

2.5-mm sides of the flow channel, with each copper slab heated by a series

of thick-film resistors. Fig. 15C shows key dimensions of the channel,

including a flow development length of 327.9 mm, a heated length of

114.6 mm, and an exit length 60.9 mm.

Fig. 16 shows sequential images captured inmicrogravity before (CHF�,

corresponding to 95�1% of CHF), during the CHF transient, and just

after CHF (CHF+) for U¼0.1, 0.9, and 1.9 m/s. For U¼0.1 m/s, CHF�
is associated with the development of wavy vapor layers starting at the

leading edge of the channel’s heated region. Notice the appreciable meshing

between the two wavy vapor layers from the opposite heated walls

upstream, as compared to merging of the vapor layers downstream. Despite

the merging of the vapor layers, the heated walls appear to be replenished

in the downstream region by liquid ligaments that are entrained in the
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A

B

Fig. 15 Construction of FBM: (A) assembly view, (B) exploded view, and (C) key dimen-
sions of flow channel.
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coalescent vapor flow. During the CHF transient, the downstream region is

occupied almost entirely by vapor, and residual cooling appears to be con-

centrated in a few upstream wetting fronts. At CHF+, the upstream wetting

fronts are extinguished, depriving the heated walls from any further access to

the core liquid. At U¼0.9 m/s, the wavy vapor layers at CHF� are much

thinner than at U¼0.1 m/s, which causes a shift in both the meshing and

merging of the vapor layers downstream. Notice also the substantial increase

in the number of wetting fronts caused by smaller interfacial wavelength.

During the CHF transient, the downstream regions begin to dry out, while

CHF+ is accompanied by extinguishing of wetting fronts both upstream
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and in the middle of the heated region. At the highest inlet velocity of

U¼1.9 m/s, it was not possible to capture CHF� conditions with video,

but images during theCHF transient capture a further decrease in thicknesses

of the opposite vapor layers, a shift in the meshing between the vapor layers

Fig. 16 Sequential high-speed video images from FBM for different inlet velocities
obtained at CHF�, during CHF transient, and at CHF+. Adapted from C. Konishi,
H. Lee, I. Mudawar, M.M. Hasan, H.K. Nahra, N.R. Hall, J.D. Wagner, R.L. May, J.R. Mackaey,
Flow boiling in microgravity: part 2—critical heat flux interfacial behavior, experimental
data, and model, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 81 (2015) 721–736.
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farther downstream, and an increase in the number of wetting fronts. At

CHF+, wall dryout appears to result from downstream merging between

the two vapor layers as well as loss of wetting fronts.

With the video analysis confirming the crucial role of wetting fronts in

flow boiling CHF, it is interesting to reassess the validity of the Interfacial

Lift-off Model to double-sided heating and operating parameters of the

FBM in both microgravity and Earth gravity. Fig. 17A and B shows insta-

bility representations of flow boiling at CHF� in Earth gravity and micro-

gravity, respectively. The vapor–liquid interfaces are assumed to acquire

simple sinusoidal waveforms as proposed in the original Interfacial Lift-off

Model. As discussed earlier, while flow boiling experiments conducted at

different orientations in Earth gravity have been widely used to simulate

reduced gravity effects, such experiments suffer important limitations that

are clearly apparent when comparing Fig. 17A and B. Aside from the mag-

nitude of body force, there are fundamental differences between double-

sided heating in microgravity and at different orientations in Earth gravity.

In the latter, the components of gravity perpendicular to the heated walls

yield different instability behaviors for the two vapor layers. As shown in

Fig. 17A, the gravitational component normal to the upward-facing heated

wall and the downward-facing heated wall are expressed, respectively, as

gn,1¼ ge cosθ (16a)

and

gn,2¼ ge cos θ+ πð Þ¼�ge cosθ: (16b)

Notice that the gravitational body force tends to destabilize the interface

adjacent to the upward-facing heated wall and stabilize the interface along

the downward-facing heated wall. This implies that the interface along the

downward-facing wall can be either stable or unstable, and, when unstable,

acquire a critical wavelength larger than that of the upward-facing wall. For

an unstable interface along the downward-facing wall, interfacial curvature

in the wetting fronts is weaker, which produces a lower CHF for the

downward-facing wall compared to the upward facing. Notably, those

CHF differences are more pronounced at low velocities, where body force

effects are most pronounced. On the other hand, CHF differences between

the two walls decrease monotonically with increasing velocity. It is also

important to note that strictly equal CHF values for the two opposite walls

are achieved in Earth gravity only in vertical upflow because of zero grav-

itational body force normal to the walls for this orientation.
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Fig. 17 Hydrodynamic instability of wavy vapor layers along heated walls of FBM at
CHF� (A) for inclined channel at 1 ge and (B) for microgravity. (C) Comparison of
CHF data measured in the FBM vs inlet velocity for microgravity, along with predictions
for both microgravity and vertical upflow in Earth gravity based on the Interfacial Lift-off
Model. Adapted from C. Konishi, H. Lee, I. Mudawar, M.M. Hasan, H.K. Nahra, N.R. Hall, J.D.
Wagner, R.L. May, J.R. Mackaey, Flow boiling in microgravity: part 2—critical heat flux inter-
facial behavior, experimental data, and model, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 81 (2015)
721–736.
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Fig. 17C shows microgravity CHF data measured in the FBM vs inlet

velocity, along with predictions for both microgravity and vertical upflow

in Earth gravity based on the Interfacial Lift-off Model. Like the earlier

one-sided wall heating data of Zhang et al. [93], double-sided microgravity

CHF is quite small at low velocities and increases monotonically with

increasing velocity. The Interfacial Lift-off Model shows excellent predic-

tive accuracy, evidenced by very low mean absolute errors for both heated

walls H1 and H2. Fig. 17C also shows predicted CHF values for the two

gravitational environments tending to converge above U�1 m/s. Notice

that this velocity value is lower than that obtained by Zhang et al.

(1.5 m/s) for convergence of microgravity and Earth gravity CHF data. This

can be explained by growth of vapor layers on two opposite walls in double-

sided heating yielding higher acceleration along the channel and therefore

greater inertia than single-sided heating for the same inlet velocity.

These findings confirm the single-sided microgravity results of Zhang

et al. in terms of low CHF values at low velocities, monotonic increase in

CHF with increasing velocity, and convergence of microgravity and Earth

gravity CHF values at high velocities. These double-sided heating results

also confirm key premises of the Interfacial Lift-off Model, most notably

the formation of a wavy vapor layer and wetting fronts along the heated walls

at CHF�, and loss of wetting fronts as a trigger mechanism for CHF.

3. FLOW CONDENSATION IN REDUCED GRAVITY

3.1 Fundamental Challenges to Accurate Prediction of
Pressure Drop and Heat Transfer Coefficient in Flow
Condensation in Earth Gravity

Condensers are thermal devices found in numerous industries, including

power generation, food, pharmaceutical, and space. They also constitute

one of the primary components of any refrigeration or air conditioning sys-

tem. Condensers are available in a wide variety of designs, with some relying

on gravity to move the condensate liquid, while the flow in most is shear

driven by the vapor flow. Regardless of the condenser design, formation

of the condensate film has a strong bearing on the condenser’s heat transfer

performance. In fact, the high condensation heat transfer coefficients com-

monly achieved in condensers are a direct result of the film’s transport

behavior. For very thin films, heat transfer across the film is dominated

by conduction, while thicker films also take advantage of flow turbulence.
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For condensation in tubes, which is the configuration best suited for

space applications, the flow is introduced in mostly vapor state. By

maintaining wall temperature below the vapor’s saturation temperature,

heat is transferred to the wall by gradual conversion of vapor into liquid.

A succession of flow regimes is possible, Fig. 18A, starting with the annular

flow regime, where a thin liquid film begins to sheathe the inner walls of the

tube, driven mostly by the shear forces exerted by the vapor core. The film

grows gradually in thickness and waves begin to form along the film’s inter-

face. Eventually, wave peaks from opposite sides of the tube begin to merge,

signaling transition to slug flow. This regime is comprised of a series of

oblong bubbles separated by liquid slugs. Further condensation along the

tube gradually decreased the length of bubbles until a bubbly flow regime

is established. Finally, all remaining vapor is converted into liquid.

Annular flow regime is arguably the most important condensation

regime, given that it contributes the highest heat transfer coefficients as well

as tends to occupy a significant fraction of the tube length in most practical

applications. This explains that the emphasis investigators have placed on

modeling this regime compared to all other regimes combined.

The vast majority of published studies concerning the prediction of pres-

sure drop and heat transfer coefficient in terrestrial condensing flows is based

on the separated flow semiempirical Lockhart–Martinelli formulation [80]

and empirical correlations [96–103]. Like all correlations, validity of predic-
tions is limited to fluids and operating conditions of the databases used to

derive the correlations. More recently, two other types of predictive tools

have been proposed: theoretical control-volume-basedmodels and universal

correlations. The former employ mass, momentum, and energy conserva-

tion relations to control volumes encompassing the liquid and vapor por-

tions of the flow separately, along with appropriate interfacial boundary

conditions [104]. The universal correlations are derived using a consolidated

database amassed from available published databases and involve numerous

fluids, and broad ranges of inlet pressure, inlet quality, mass velocity, and

tube diameter and tube length [105,106].

Despite the recent successes in predicting pressure drop and heat transfer

coefficient in terrestrial condensation applications, several fundamental chal-

lenges remain when attempting to develop accurate models. As shown in

Fig. 18, they include (a) flow-pattern transition along the condensation

length, (b) damping of turbulence along the annular film interface,

(c) circumferential asymmetry of the annular film due to transverse body

force for inclined channels, and (d) interfacial waves.
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A major challenge in modeling annular flows is accurate determination

of turbulent or eddy diffusivity across the annular liquid film. Studies by

Hubbard et al. [107], Ueda et al. [108], and Mudawar and El-Masri [109]

have shown that classical turbulence models fail to capture eddy behavior

near the liquid–vapor interface. As discussed byMudawar and El-Masri, sur-

face tension forces along the interface cause significant damping of turbulent

eddies, resulting in appreciable resistance to heat transfer near the interface.

They also showed that ignoring this effect results in appreciable error in

predicting the film’s heat transfer coefficient. Interestingly, this behavior

is also found in falling liquid films subjected to wall heating [110–113].
Flow orientation relative to Earth gravity can have a profound influence

on the condensation heat transfer. This influence is reflected in asymmetry of

the liquid film distribution along the tube’s inner perimeter. Orientation

effects are especially important at low mass velocities, where weak vapor

shear heightens the influence of gravity on the film’s motion. As will be dis-

cussed later, high mass velocities can be used to negate the film’s asymmetry.

Another source of difficulty in modeling annular flow is interfacial waves

[110–114]. These are highly complex phenomena and no effective method

is presently available to account for their effects. One category of waves is

ripples, featuring both small amplitude and small wavelength. Another cat-

egory is large waves, where the perturbed liquid film is replaced by lumps of

liquid (wave peaks) separated by thin layers of liquid. With appreciable pen-

etration of the wave peaks into the vapor flow, the motion of the liquid

lumps can be dominated by vapor drag forces rather than by interfacial vapor

shear. Two phenomena that are closely related to interfacial waviness are

droplet entrainment and droplet deposition. The former refers to liquid

Liquid film

Vapor core

Interfacial waves

D

z

r

d

Fig. 18—Cont’d
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droplet breakoff from the wave crests and entrainment into the vapor core,

while deposition refers to droplets from the vapor core falling back upon the

annular film.

3.2 Terrestrial Studies on the Influence of Body Force
on Flow Condensation

3.2.1 Flow Orientation Effects on Flow Condensation at 1 ge
Condensation pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics are highly flow

regime dependent. While the topic of condensation flow regime determi-

nation is widely available in the literature, the vast majority of published

works have been focused on horizontal flow [115–122]. But, as discussed
earlier, flow orientation can have a profound influence on the distribution

of liquid and vapor inside the tube, and therefore flow regime, pressure drop,

and heat transfer coefficient [123]. It is therefore crucial to develop a detailed

understanding of the influence of gravity on interfacial behavior, especially

for the annular flow regime which provides the highest heat transfer coef-

ficients and prevails over the largest fraction of the condensation length

compared to all other flow regimes combined.

By far, the simplest and most cost-effective method to understanding

these body force effects is to perform condensation experiments at different

flow orientations in Earth gravity. Aside from quantifying the influence of

body force, these experiments can identify the operating conditions (espe-

cially mass velocity) required to negate body force effects. Investigators have

also relied on adiabatic air–water experiments to develop flow regime maps

for different orientations [124] and to explore variations in pressure drop

[125] and void fraction for different orientations [126]. However, there is

insufficient proof that findings from adiabatic experiments are applicable

to condensing flows.

As indicated by Lips and Meyer [123], studies addressing flow conden-

sation for different orientations are quite sparse. Chato [127] concluded that

the heat transfer coefficient for condensation in tubes with a slight down-

ward inclination increases with increasing inclination angle because of

decreased depth of liquid in the tube. Wang and Du [128] explored laminar

condensation in inclined tubes both experimentally and theoretically and

reported that the condensation heat transfer coefficient can be increased

or decreased depending on inclination angle, tube diameter, vapor quality,

and mass velocity. They constructed an analytical model relating the influ-

ence of gravity to liquid film thickness, which showed good predictions of

both the shape of the liquid–vapor interface and heat transfer coefficient for
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stratified flow. Akhavan-Behabadi et al. [129] experimentally investigated

the effects of flow orientation on condensation of R-134a inside a microfin

tube and showed that heat transfer coefficients for downflow are higher than

those for upflow. Nitheanandan and Soliman [130] explored experimentally

the influence of small inclination angles on flow regime boundaries for steam

condensation. Overall, they found that this influence was insignificant for

annular flow, while even small variations in inclination angle had profound

influence on wavy and slug flow regime boundaries. In a follow-up study,

Nitheanandan and Soliman [131] proposed a mechanistic model for transi-

tion between stratified and nonstratified flows. Lips and Meyer [132] inves-

tigated experimentally the condensation of R-134a over the full range of

tube orientations between vertical downflow and vertical upflow. They

observed that the heat transfer coefficient is dependent on flow regime,

which in turn is governed by the relativemagnitude of body force, interfacial

shear, and surface tension. A key finding from their study is that the flow

regime variations with orientation angle are strongly dependent on mass

velocity, with low mass velocities at low vapor qualities yielding high sen-

sitivity to orientation, and high mass velocities culminating in annular flow

regardless of orientation angle.

With the recent increased interest in both high-flux and compact ther-

mal management hardware, emphasis in condensation research has shifted

from macro to mini/microchannel flows. Wang and Rose [133] developed

an analytical model addressing the influence of orientation on local liquid

film thickness and mean heat transfer coefficient for condensation of

R-134a in square microchannels corresponding to orientations ranging

from vertical upflow to vertical downflow. Because of the small hydraulic

diameter and low flow rates considered, the model accounted for surface

tension and interfacial curvature but neglected inertia and convection

effects. Saffari and Naziri [134] conducted a theoretical and numerical

investigation of stratified condensation of R-141b, R-11, and R-134a.

They concluded that condensation is strongly influenced by the tube’s

inclination angle, with 30–50° above horizontal yielding the best heat

transfer performance. Da Riva and Del Col [135] numerically simulated

condensation of R-134a in a circular minichannel for horizontal flow

and vertical downflow in Earth’s gravity as well as in zero gravity. They

concluded that gravity has a dominant influence at lowmass velocities, with

horizontal flow yielding higher heat transfer coefficients than vertical

downflow. However, the influence of gravity gradually diminished with

increasing mass velocity.
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3.2.2 Recent Assessment of Condensation Flow Regimes for Different
Orientations Relative to Earth Gravity

As a prelude to development of the FBCE for the ISS, extensive experiments

were performed at the PU-BTPFL in pursuit of detailed understanding of

the variations of interfacial behavior and heat transfer coefficient for conden-

sation at different orientations relative to Earth gravity [136,137]. Fig. 19A

shows a photo of the experimental facility that was constructed for this pur-

pose. The main component of the facility is the condensation module, along

which FC-72 vapor is gradually condensed to liquid by rejecting heat to a

counter flow of cooling water.

Two separate condensation modules were tested in this facility, one ded-

icated to flow visualization and the other to heat transfer measurements. The

two modules have fairly similar dimensions but are constructed from differ-

ent materials to facilitate video capture in the first and heat transfer measure-

ment in the second. Illustrated in Fig. 19B, the condensation module for

flow visualization features transparent tube-in-tube construction, with

FC-72 condensing along the inner tube and water flowing in counterflow

through the annulus between the inner and outer tubes. The inner tube is

fabricated from borosilicate glass and is 1219-mm long with 10.16-mm i.d.

and wall thickness of 1.8 mm. The outer tube is constructed from polycar-

bonate plastic (Lexan) and has an i.d. of 19.05 mm and an outer diameter of

24.4 mm. An effective condensation length of 1143 mm is achieved

between short rubber sleeves that are secured between the inner and outer

tubes at both the inlet and outlet of the condensation module. The flow

visualization experiments were performed with the aid of a high-speed Pho-

tron FastcamUltima APX video camera system at the inlet, middle, and out-

let regions of the condensation length centered, respectively, at 190, 571,

and 952 mm from the FC-72 inlet for three orientations: vertical downflow,

vertical upflow, and horizontal flow.

Fig. 19C illustrates the construction of the condensation module for heat

transfer measurements, which features inner and outer tubers made from 304

stainless steel and a condensation length of 1259.8 mm. The inner tube has

an i.d. of 11.89 mm and 0.41-mm wall thickness, and the outer tube 22.48-

mm i.d. and 3.05-mm wall thickness. Aside from temperature and pressure

instrumentation at the inlets and outlets for both FC-72 and water, this module

contains 28 thermocouples that are installed in 14 diametrically opposite pairs

on the outer surface of the inner tube, and 14 thermocouples inserted into the

annulus to measure water temperatures at the same axial locations as the wall

thermocouples.
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Fig. 19 (A) Photo of ground condensation orientation facility. (B) Flow visualization con-
densation module. (C) Heat transfer condensation module.
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Using both condensation modules, experiments were performed with

different FC-72 and water mass velocities for different flow orientations,

with the inlet thermodynamic equilibrium quality of FC-72 maintained

slightly above unity.

Fig. 20 shows, for relatively low FC-72 mass velocities and all three flow

orientations, sequential images of the condensing film along the inner wall of

the glass tube in the flow visualization module, captured in the middle

region centered at 571 mm from the FC-72 inlet. Fig. 20A shows images

for horizontal flow with mass velocities for FC-72 and water of

G¼ 39.94 kg/m2s andGw¼ 45.83 kg/m2s, respectively. The film is clearly

stratified, which demonstrates the strong influence of gravity at low FC-72

mass velocities, and marred by interfacial waves brought about by large

velocity differences between the vapor and liquid. However, the amplitude

of the waves is too small to enable any liquid contact with the top of the tube.

Fig. 20B shows images of the film in vertical downflow condensation, again

for a relatively low FC-72 mass velocity of G¼ 38.48 kg/m2s with

Gw¼ 41.98 kg/m2s. The film in this case appears relatively smooth and lam-

inar, with few ripples propagating along the interface. Notice also the cir-

cumferential symmetry in film thickness caused by the gravity acting in

the same direction as the FC-72 flow. Fig. 20C shows the film in vertical

upflow condensation forG¼ 39.96 kg/m2 s andGw¼ 45.85 kg/m2 s. Here,

the liquid film exhibits falling film behavior, moving downward opposite to

the vapor flow, which is the result of low flow inertia causing the liquid

motion to be dominated by gravity. The flow appears to undergo transient

variations associated with appreciable changes in interfacial behavior. For a

brief period, the liquid forms an annular film, but with liquid ligaments and

droplets being shattered from the film, entrained upward in the vapor core,

or deposited back onto the liquid film. This complex interfacial behavior

produces brief periods of well-mixed two-phase flow, which is quickly rep-

laced by the previous annular film flow, and the flow sequence is then

repeated in a cyclical manner. For vertical upflow, motion of the liquid film

is governed by the relative magnitude of the shear stress created by the

upward moving vapor core and the gravitational force acting in the opposite

direction; breakdown of the flow into brief periods of well mixed two-phase

flow is indicative of weak vapor shear. Comparing Fig. 20A–C reveals pro-

found differences in the liquid film flow behavior for the different orienta-

tions, which is brought about by the relatively strong influence of gravity at

low FC-72 mass velocities.

Fig. 21 shows, for relatively high FC-72 mass velocities and all three flow

orientations, sequential images of the condensing film captured in the inlet
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Fig. 20 Sequential images of condensing flow in Earth gravity for relatively low FC-72
mass velocities of (A) G¼39.94 kg/m2s with Gw¼45.83 kg/m2s in horizontal flow,
(B) G¼ 38.48 kg/m2s with Gw¼41.98 kg/m2s in vertical downflow, and (C) G¼39.96
kg/m2s with Gw¼45.85 kg/m2s in vertical upflow. The total duration of each sequence
is 0.3 s, with individual images separated by 0.0125s. Adapted from I. Park, L.E. O’Neill,
I. Mudawar, Assessment of body force effects in flow condensation, part I: Experimental
investigation of liquid film behavior for different orientations, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer
106 (2017) 295–312.
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Fig. 21 Sequential images of condensing flow in Earth gravity for relatively high FC-72
mass velocities of (A) G¼132.95 kg/m2s with Gw¼122.21 kg/m2s in horizontal flow,
(B) G¼136.51 kg/m2s with Gw¼125.93 kg/m2s in vertical downflow, and
(C) G¼132.97 kg/m2s with Gw¼122.21 kg/m2s in vertical upflow. The total duration
of each sequence is 0.3 s, with individual images separated by 0.0125s. Adapted from
I. Park, L.E. O’Neill, I. Mudawar, Assessment of body force effects in flow condensation,
part I: Experimental investigation of liquid film behavior for different orientations, Int. J.
Heat Mass Transfer 106 (2017) 295–312.



region, centered at 190 mm from the FC-72 inlet. High FC-72 velocities are

associated with high vapor core velocities and therefore high interfacial

shear, which tends to negate the influence of gravity. This is quite

evident in the horizontal flow images in Fig. 21A corresponding to

G¼ 132.95 kg/m2s and Gw¼ 122.21 kg/m2s. Notice how the film is

spread rather uniformly along the inner perimeter, indicating that the film’s

motion is dominated by vapor shear. Further evidence of the shear-driven

film motion is captured in Fig. 21B and C for vertical downflow with

G¼ 136.51 kg/m2s and Gw¼ 125.93 kg/m2s, and vertical upflow with

G¼ 132.97 kg/m2s and Gw¼ 122.21 kg/m2s, respectively, which show

film behavior similar to that for horizontal flow. Comparing Fig. 21A–C
proves that the high vapor shear achieved at high mass velocities can negate

altogether any gravity influence.

While these images were obtained using the flow visualization module,

heat transfer coefficient data were obtained separately using the condensa-

tion module for heat transfer measurements. Aside from amassing heat trans-

fer data for different mass velocities and different orientations, one of the

primary goals of the heat transfer measurements was to determine the com-

bination of operating conditions that render condensation heat transfer inde-

pendent of gravity. Fig. 22 compares the average heat transfer coefficient vs

FC-72 mass velocity for the three flow orientations. At low mass velocities,

the average heat transfer coefficient is highest for vertical downflow and

lowest for vertical upflow, with values for horizontal flow falling in between.

As discussed earlier, these differences are the result of strong body force

effects at lowmass velocities aiding liquid film motion for vertical downflow

and opposing it for vertical upflow, while causing appreciable stratification

for horizontal flow. Increasing the mass velocity is shown causing gradual

convergence of average heat transfer coefficients for the three orientations,

calumniating is virtually equal values at the highest mass velocities tested.

Fig. 22B provides an alternative representation of the influence of mass

velocity by showing the average heat transfer coefficients for vertical upflow

and downflow normalized by those for horizontal flow vs G/ρf. Fig. 22A
and B show average heat transfer coefficients for the three orientations

converging at a critical mass velocity of Gcrit¼ 424 kg/m2s.

3.2.3 Criteria for Negating Body Force Effects Based on Terrestrial
Experiments Involving Different Flow Orientations at 1 ge

O’Neill et al. [137] recently developed mechanistic criteria for negating the

influence of gravity on flow condensation. Recognizing that the influence of
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B

Fig. 22 (A) Comparison of experimentally determined Earth gravity condensation heat
transfer coefficients averaged over two-phase region with FC-72 mass velocity for three
flow orientations. (B) Variations of heat transfer coefficient averaged over two-phase
region with G/ρf, with heat transfer coefficients for vertical upflow and vertical down-
flow normalized relative to those for horizontal flow. Adapted from L.E. O’Neill, I. Park, C.R.
Kharangate, V.S. Devahdhanush, V. Ganesan, I. Mudawar, Assessment of body force effects
in flow condensation, part II: criteria for negating influence of gravity, Int. J. Heat Mass
Transfer 106 (2017) 313–328.
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body force is reflected in two components, one parallel to or opposite the

flow direction, and another perpendicular to the flow direction, negating

gravity effects was tackled using two separate criteria. The first criterion

addresses vertical downflow and vertical upflow, with gravity acting parallel

to and opposite the flow direction, respectively. They developed a force bal-

ance on the liquid film for the case of vertical upflow corresponding to the

onset of flooding, where the film is nearly stationary. This criterion was based

on the Froude number, Fr, and vapor core Reynolds number, Rec, which

were defined, respectively, as

Fr¼ ρg
ρf

ug�ui
� �2
g sinθDF

(17)

and

Rec ¼
ρg ug�ui
� �

DH �2δð Þ
μg

, (18)

where

DF ¼D 2
H � DH �2δð Þ2

DH �2δð Þ , (19)

and ug, ui, and δ are, respectively, the mean vapor core velocity, film’s inter-

facial velocity, and film thickness (all three are obtained using an annular

flow control-volume-based model), DH is the hydraulic diameter, and θ
the orientation angle. The parallel flow gravity negation criterion was pres-

ented as

Frj j> 0:235

aRe nc
, (20)

where a¼ 16 and n¼�1 for 0<Rec<2000, a¼ 0.079 and n¼�0.25 for

2000<Rec<20,000, and a¼ 0.046 and n¼�0.20 for Rec>20,000.

Unlike the component of body force parallel to or opposite the flow

direction, which influences both film thickness and film velocity, the com-

ponent of body force acting perpendicular to the interface influences mostly

circumferential uniformity of the film thickness, especially for horizontal

and near-horizontal orientations. For horizontal flow condensation at low

mass velocities, weak inertia exasperates the influence of gravity, causing

the liquid to pool at the bottom of the channel. On the other hand, the film
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becomes more uniform at high mass velocities as increased interfacial vapor

shear coupled with surface tension acts to support a liquid layer above the

vapor core. O’Neill et al. employed classic instability theory [138,139] to

develop a mechanistic criterion capable of determining the flow conditions

at which horizontal flow condensation is able to establish circumferentially

uniform annular flow. Using a relation for critical interfacial wavelength, λc,
similar to that employed in the Interfacial Lift-off CHFModel, Eq. (1), they

concluded that the flow becomes independent of gravity when the gravity

term in the λc relation approaches zero. The second criterion was presented

in terms of the Bond number, Bo, and Weber number, We,

Boj j
We2

< 5:12�10�5, (21)

where

Bo¼
ρf �ρg

� �
gcos θL2

char

σ
, (22)

We¼
ρ00f ρ

00
g

� �
ug�uf
� �2

Lchar

ρ00f + ρ00g
� �

σ
, (23)

and ug, uf , and Lchar are, respectively, the mean vapor velocity, mean liquid

velocity, and characteristic length; the latter cancels out in the second

criterion.

Fig. 23A–C shows the FC-72 mass velocity required to ensure gravity

independence vs local acceleration for exit qualities of xe,out¼ 0.5, 0.15,

and 0.85,respectively, and a constant outlet pressure of 130kPa based on

the above two criteria. Fig. 23A shows that, for the intermediate exit quality

of xe,out¼ 0.5, gravity independence is governed by the component of body

force perpendicular to the flow direction (instability criterion) for acceler-

ations ranging from 0 to about 20 m/s2, which encompasses Lunar, Martian,

and Earth gravities. Above 20 m/s2, gravity independence is dictated by the

component of body force parallel to the flow direction. For a lower exit

quality of xe,out¼ 0.15 (indicating a higher percentage of the vapor mass is

converted to liquid along the condensation length), Fig. 23B shows that

gravity independence is dictated by the component of body force parallel

to the flow direction (flooding criterion) over a much broader range of

accelerations, including Lunar, Martian, and Earth gravities, compared to

xe,out¼ 0.5 (Fig. 23A). This trend can be explained by the strong dependence
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Fig. 23 Mass velocity required to achieve gravity independence vs local acceleration for
(A) xe,out¼0.5, (B) xe,out¼0.15, and (C) xe,out¼0.85. Adapted from L.E. O’Neill, I. Park, C.R.
Kharangate, V.S. Devahdhanush, V. Ganesan, I. Mudawar, Assessment of body force effects
in flow condensation, part II: Criteria for negating influence of gravity, Int. J. Heat Mass
Transfer 106 (2017) 313–328.



of flooding on liquid mass. Conversely, Fig. 23C shows, for a relatively high

exit quality of xe,out¼ 0.85 (indicating a lower percentage of the vapor mass

is converted to liquid along the condensation length), that gravity indepen-

dence is governed by the component of body force perpendicular to the

interface (instability criterion) for most gravities of interest, while the com-

ponent of body force parallel to the flow direction (flooding criterion)

becomes the limiting factor only for extremely high accelerations.

3.3 Flow Condensation in Reduced Gravity
3.3.1 Parabolic Flight Hardware
As indicated earlier, a primary objective of this chapter is to discuss findings

from NASA’s long-term FBCE, which was initiated in 2012 as a collabora-

tive effort between the PU-BTPFL and NASA-GRC. This joint effort

involves initial ground and parabolic flight experiments, and development

of an experimental package for insertion into the FIR onboard the ISS in

early 2019. The ultimate ISS FBCE will accommodate three separate test

modules: the FBM, the CM-HT, and the CM-FV. Following are the

descriptions of preliminary designs of the CM-HT and CM-FV that were

tested both in parabolic flight and in Earth gravity [140]. Also presented

is the layout of the parabolic flight test facility.

The experimental condensation facility used in the parabolic flight

experiments was configured to facilitate both heat transfer measurements,

using CM-HT, and high-speed video capture of the condensing film, using

CM-FV. CM-HT was designed for acquisition of heat transfer data for

FC-72 along a metallic tube that was cooled by a counterflow of water

through an annulus between the tube and an external channel. This simple

configuration of condensation along a circular tube was intended as an ideal

geometry for comparison with predictions of theoretical or computational

condensation models. However, this design precludes optical access to the

condensing film. Therefore, CM-VT was designed to capture the film’s

behavior by flowing FC-72 through the annulus in a transparent outer chan-

nel, with the water flowing in the opposite direction through an inner

metallic tube.

Fig. 24A shows the condensation parabolic flight facility consists of three

separate parts: a main FC-72 condensation rig, a water conditioning rig, and

a deaeration rig; the latter is used only prior to the parabolic flight. Fig. 24B

shows a CAD diagram of the condensation rig, which includes components

of the FC-72 subloop, both the CM-HT and CM-FV, and all controls,

video cameras, lighting, and data acquisition hardware. Fig. 24C shows a
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schematic diagram of the flow loop. The FC-72 is circulated with the aid of a

gear pump, followed by a flow control valve, filter, and flow meter. The

FC-72 liquid is then brought to the desired quality using two inline electrical

preheaters before entering either the CM-HT or the CM-FV. The two-

phase FC-72 mixture exiting the test module is passed through a liquid-

to-air heat exchanger, which returns the mixture to liquid state. The

FC-72 subloop also contains an accumulator containing metallic bellows

to accommodate thermal expansion or contraction of the fluid and helps

maintain desired system pressure. The primary purpose of the water subloop
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is to reject the heat from the FC-72 vapor. Thewater is supplied to either the

CM-HT or the CM-FV using a cooling system containing a reservoir pump,

fan-cooled heat exchanger, accumulator, and a turbine flow meter.

Fig. 25A shows a photo of the CM-HT mounted within the condensa-

tion rig. Fig. 25B shows an exploded CAD diagram illustrating the module
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assembly. As shown in Fig. 25C, this module is designed to facilitate FC-72

vapor flow through a central stainless steel tube having a 7.12-mm i.d. and

0.41-mm wall thickness, with the water flowing in the opposite direction

through an annulus having a diameter of 12.70 mm. Fig. 25D shows that
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the FC-72 vapor is introduced from the left inlet and the water from the

right. The central tube is fitted on both ends with short insulating sleeves;

the effective condensation length between the two sleeves is 791.72 mm.

The CM-HT is fitted with a large array of thermocouples that are inserted

in the inlets and outlets of both fluids, as well as along the stainless tube wall

and in the water flow at 15 axial locations. Pressures in the CM-HT are mea-

sured at four axial locations for FC-72 and two for water.

As mentioned earlier, the primary difference in the design of the

CM-HT compared to the CM-FV is FC-72 flow through the annulus

and water within the inner tube for the latter. Fig. 26A shows a photo of

the CM-FV mounted within the condensation rig. Fig. 26B shows an

exploded CAD diagram illustrating the module assembly. Fig. 26C shows

that the inner water tube of the CM-FV has a 5.99-mm o.d., while the outer

square FC-72 annulus is 12.2-mmwide. Use of flat, transparent outer walls is

intended to facilitate undistorted optical access to the FC-72 film. Fig. 26D

shows locations of temperature and pressure measurements in the CM-FV.

The effective condensation length of the CM-FV is 777.24 mm. Three

video cameras are used to capture the FC-72 condensate film in the inlet,

middle, and outlet of the condensation length in the CM-FV.

3.3.2 Interfacial Behavior of Annular Condensation Film inMicrogravity
Fig. 27 compares video images of the condensation film in microgravity,

Lunar gravity (0.17 ge), and Martian gravity (0.377 ge) captured using the

CM-VF in the inlet region for two sets of operating conditions. At the lower

FC-72 mass velocity, the film in microgravity appears smooth laminar, with

waves commencing toward the downstream edge of the image. For about

the same FC-72 mass velocity, the film in Lunar and Martian gravities also

appears wavy laminar but with thinning above the tube and thickening

beneath; the film’s asymmetry is more pronounced in the Martian gravity.

It is important to note that the asymmetry under Lunar andMartian gravities

is associated with appreciable circumferential variations in the condensation

heat flux.

At the higher FC-72 mass velocity, Fig. 27 shows that the film becomes

visibly turbulent and very wavy for all three gravities. Even more important

is the lack of asymmetry in the Lunar and Martian gravities. This behavior

may be explained by the appreciable increase in vapor shear at high FC-72

mass velocities rendering inconsequential any body force effects. This fact

has an important practical implication to space missions involving gravity

variations: it is possible to negate the influence of gravity altogether by a

sufficient increase in the flow rate.
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3.3.3 Condensation Heat Transfer Microgravity Data
Fig. 28 shows variations of the local condensation heat transfer coefficient,

h(z), along the condensation length determined from temperature measure-

ments using the CM-HT for four FC-72 mass velocities and a narrow ranges
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Fig. 27 Comparison of images of condensation film in microgravity, Lunar gravity, and
Martian gravity for two sets of operating conditions. The images are centered at 5.8 cm
from the inlet of condensation length. Adapted from H. Lee, I. Mudawar, M.M. Hasan,
Experimental and theoretical investigation of annular flow condensation in microgravity,
Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 61 (2013) 293–309.
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of water mass velocities of Gw¼ 161.8–174.4 kg/m2s and inlet qualities of

xe,in¼ 0.69–0.73. Increasing the FC-72 mass velocity is shown generally

enhancing condensation heat transfer, which is the result of film thinning

brought about by higher vapor shear. For all FC-72 mass velocities, the heat

transfer coefficient is highest at the inlet and, because of the axially increasing

thickness, decreases along the condensation length. While this trend is

monotonic for the three lower G values, presumably because of the rela-

tively stronger dependence of heat transfer on conduction across the film,

h(z) for the highest FC-72 mass velocity of G¼ 329.3 kg/m2 s acquires a

minimum around the middle of the condensation length before increasing

again downstream. The downstream increase can be explained by increased

turbulence intensity coupled with increased interfacial waviness.

3.3.4 Theoretical Model for Annular Flow Condensation in Microgravity
Recently, Kim andMudawar [104] constructed a control volume model for

annular flow condensation, which was also adopted by Lee et al. [140] for

microgravity conditions. The model is based on the assumptions that the

flow is annular and steady, and pressure is uniform across the flow area.

Additionally, both the film thickness and the heat transfer coefficient are

assumed circumferentially uniform.

The model involves discretizing the condensation length into small axial

elements of length Δz, and applying mass, momentum, and energy conser-

vation to control volumes encompassing the annular film and vapor core

separately. Fig. 29A shows momentum and force interactions for the liquid

film’s control volume, the former neglecting the film’s axial momentum

changes. Combined with film’s mass transfer rate, these control volumes

are used to derive an expression for velocity profile across the film, uf (y),

from which the interfacial velocity, ui, is determined by setting y¼ δ.
The relations for uf (y) and ui are then used to derive a relation for pressure

gradient across the film. Determining the pressure gradient requires an

expression for the interfacial shear stress, τi, using momentum conservation

for the vapor core as shown in Fig. 29B. The interfacial shear stress accounts

for both interfacial friction, according to Shah and London [141], and inter-

facial mass transfer, as proposed by Wallis [54].

The local heat flux across the liquid film is given by

q00 ¼�kf 1+
Prf

Prf ,T

εm
νf

� 	
dT

dy
, (24)
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where Prf,T is the turbulent Prandtl number, and εm the liquid film’s eddy

momentum diffusivity. The local condensation heat transfer coefficient is

determined by integrating Eq. (24) between the interface, where T¼Tsat,

and the wall, where T¼Tw,
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Fig. 29 Momentum and force interactions for condensation in microgravity for
(A) liquid film and (B) vapor core control volumes. Adapted from S.M. Kim, I. Mudawar,
Theoretical model for annular flow condensation in rectangular micro-channels, Int. J. Heat
Mass Transfer 55 (2012) 958–970.
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h¼ �q00

Tsat�Tw

¼ δ=kfZ 1

0

1 +
Prf

Prf ,T

εm
νf


 ��1

d
y

δ

� �" # : (25)

The liquid film’s eddy momentum diffusivity, εm, is determined using a

turbulent mixing length relation originally proposed by Van Driest [142]

and later modified by Kays [143,144]. Kim and Mudawar [104] proposed

the following relation for εm that also accounts for interfacial damping of

turbulent fluctuations due to surface tension,
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εm
νf

¼�1

2
+
1

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1+ 4K2y+2 1� exp �

ffiffiffiffiffi
τ

τw

r
y+

A+


 �� 	2 τ

τw
1� y+

δ+


 �0:1
s

, (26)

where y+¼ yu∗/νf, δ+¼ δu∗/νf, u∗¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
τw=ρf

q
, A+¼ 26[1+30.18μfρf

�0.5

τwall
�1.5(dP/dz)]�1, and the Von-Karman constant is given by K¼ 0.4. The

turbulent Prandtl number is obtained from a relation derived earlier by

Mudawar and El-Masri [109],

Prf ,T ¼ 1:4 exp �15
y+

δ+


 �
+0:66: (27)

Fig. 30 shows the variation of eddy momentum diffusivity for conden-

sation of FC-72 along a 1�1 mm2 channel at G¼ 367 kg/m2 s [104].

Notice how, without the turbulence damping term, the eddy diffusivity

increases monotonically with distance from the wall, while, with the

damping term, the eddy diffusivity is reduced to zero at the film interface

because of surface tension effects.

Fig. 31A–D compares axial variations of the condensation heat transfer

coefficient obtained from parabolic flight experiments with the model
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Fig. 30 Effects of interfacial damping term on eddy momentum diffusivity for conden-
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predictions for four different sets of operating conditions. The model cor-

rectly predicts the axially decreasing heat transfer coefficient with mean

absolute errors ranging from 10.3% to 26.1%. Much of the error is concen-

trated in the upstream region, especially for high FC-72mass velocities. This

error is attributed to inlet quality values below unity, implying that some of

the liquid at the inlet may have shattered away from the condensation tube.

The shattered liquid decreases the inlet flow rate of the liquid film, which in

turn decreases the film thickness and increases the heat transfer coefficient

measured in the inlet region.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter reviewed published literature concerning reduced grav-

ity flow boiling and flow condensation mechanisms and predictive tools that

are crucial to the design of future space vehicles. Other topics that were
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addressed include adiabatic two-phase flow, pool boiling, and flow boiling

pressure drop. Key findings from the review are as follows:

(1) Different testing platforms have been used in past studies to explore the

influence of reduced gravity on two-phase flow and heat transfer,

including mostly drop tower and drop shaft, sounding rocket, and par-

abolic flight experiments. However, these experiments have failed to

yield reliable, long-duration, steady state data, and flow visualization

records for microgravity flow boiling and flow condensation.

(2) Much of the available technical knowhow concerning gravity effects

comes from two-phase flow and heat transfer experiments conducted

at different flow orientations in Earth gravity to produce a partial com-

ponent of gravity perpendicular to the heated or cooled wall. Despite

their important contribution to fundamental understanding of gravity

effects, these experiments fail to simulate precise reduced gravity con-

ditions because of the inability to eliminate the influence of gravity

component parallel to or opposite the flow direction.

(3) Despite several decades of emphasis on pool boiling in previous micro-

gravity experiments, there is now a realization that pool boiling is not a

viable candidate for thermal management in space applications, given

the unusually large bubble size and low CHF compared to pool boiling

in Earth gravity. It is also doubtful that fundamental knowledge gained

from these pool-boiling experiments will aid in the development of

useful predictive tools for flow boiling in microgravity.

(4) For flow boiling, key topics of importance to space vehicle design are

two-phase flow patterns, pressure drop, heat transfer coefficient, and

CHF. And key topics for flow condensation are flow patterns, pressure

drop, and heat transfer coefficient. Other important design tools for

both flow boiling and flow condensation are criteria for minimum flow

rate required to achieve gravity-independent performance. While

recent parabolic flight experiments have culminated in useful mechanis-

tic understanding for both, developing reliable design tools will require

acquisition of long duration, steady-state heat transfer measurements,

and video records onboard the ISS. This chapter provided initial find-

ings from the Purdue-NASA FBCE, and plans for insertion into the ISS

to achieve these important goals.
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